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ABSTRACT 
This  report  summarizes  recent  analytical  results  on the subject of 
dynamic  response of structural  elements  exposed  to  sonic  booms. The 
structural  elements of interest   are uniform beams  and  plates  with  various 
boundary  conditions. The disturbances  are  represented by a  variety of boom 
signatures  which  approximate  those  obtained from field  measurements. 
Responses of structural  elements  to a unit impulse and  to a unit  force 
moving a t  a constant  velocity  are  first  obtained. This enables  a  comparison 
to   be made of the  relative  dynamic effects of an  N-shaped  pressure  pulse 
and an N-shaped  traveling  wave  on  a  simple  structure.  It is followed by a 
study  on  the  effects of boundary  restraints  using  an  N-shaped  pressure  pulse. 
Based on the  results  due  to  such  idealized boom signatures  as  sine 
pulse,  half-cosine  pulse,  triangular  pulse,  N-shaped  pulse,  and  N-shaped 
pulse  with  spikes,  two  simplified  methods  in  evaluating  the boom effects on 
structural  elements  are  proposed:  One  requires  only  the  knowledge of the  
peak  pressure  and  the  other, the  positive  impulse.  Neither  requires  the 
specification of the  exact  shape of the boom signature. 
The  above  methods  are  very  simple  to  use,  and  are  applicable  to 
structural  elements  which  are  always  in  contact  with  the  supports. Con- 
siderable  higher  dynamic effects can  be  expected  in cases in  which  the 
structural  element is loosely bound to  supports  and may ratt le  in  the  wake 
of boom disturbances. As  an  illustration,  a uniform rattling  beam is con- 
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THE GENERAL'INSTABILITY OF ECCENTRICALLY STIFFENED 
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS UNDER AXIAL  COMPRESSION 
AND LATERAL PRESSURE 
SUMMARY 
This report  presents a method of analysis  to  determine  the  general 
instability  load of an  orthogonally  stiffened  cylindrical  shell  under axial com- 
pression  and lateral pressure.  The  governing  equations  are  derived  using 
small  deflection  theory;  and,,  consequently,  the  validity of the  method  must be 
restricted  to  moderately or heavily  stiffened  cylinders.  All  the  stiffnesses 
occurring  in  stiffened  shells of this  type  have  been  incorporated,  and  the  rings 
and  stringers  are  considered  eccentric with respect  to the skin  middle surface. 
Local  buckling of the  skin  between  adjacent  stringers  before  general  instability 
is allowed,  and  the  resulting  reductions  in  stiffness  properties of the  skin are 
determined as a function of the two principal  strains. 
Analytical  and  experimental results are compared  for twenty-nine 
stifkned  cylinders  loaded  in  compression  and for six stiffened  cylinders  loaded 
in bending. 
The  method has been  programmed for  use with  an IBM 7094 computer. 
The  computer  program and  detailed  instructions  for its use are included  in  this 
report. 
I NTRODUCT ION 
The  interest  in  general  instability of stiffened  cylindrical  shells  has 
increased  considerably  in the last few years  because of the  many  applications 
in  space  vehicle  structures,  but  the  basic  problem is an  old  one. For many 
years,  stiffened  cylinders were designed  almost  exclusively by empirical or  
semi-empirical  methods,  since  they  were  the  most  reliable  methods  available. 
In more  recent  years,  methods  have  been  developed,  using  small  deflection 
theory,  which are in good agreement with experimental  results  for all except 
lightly  stiffened  cylinders. 
A detailed  description of the  early  papers  using  small  deflection theory 
is given  in  References I and 2. Later  papers  have shown that  the  eccentricity 
of the stiffeners  has  an  appreciable  effect on  the  general  instability  load.  Some 
of the  papers which  have considered  stiffener  eccentricity are discussed in  the 
following paragraph. 
Van der  Neut  showed  the importance of ring and stringer  eccentricities 
for  cylinders  under  axial  load  in  Reference 3,  published  in  1947.  Kendricks [ 41, 
Bodner  and Shaw [ 51 , and  Baruch..and  Singer [ 61 have shown the  same  to be true 
for stiffened cylinders under hydrostatic pressure. Block, Card, and Mikulas 
[7]  investigated a stiffened  cylinder  under a combination of axial  load  and lateral 
pressure.  Hedgepeth and Hall  [ 81 and  Jones and Card [ 91 analytically  examined 
stiffened  cylinders  with  fixed  ends  loaded in compression and  made  comparisons 
with the test  data given in  Reference 10. The  authors  examined  ring  stiffehed, 
corrugated  cylinders  loaded in compression  in  Reference 11. 
A second area of interest is stiffened  cylinders in which  local  buckling 
of the skin between stringers  occurs  before  general  instability.  Card [ 121 
presents test data  for  stiffened  cylinders  having  local  buckling  before  general 
instability. He uses  the  genera1  instability method of Reference 13 combined 
with  the  buckled  skin stiffness properties of Reference  14  to  analytically  predict 
the failure loads. 
A s  the  available  methods  for  predicting  general  instability  have  improved, 
they  have  also  become  more  complex,  with  computer  programs  generally  being 
needed  to  implement  them. 
The  purpose of this  report is to present, in computerized  form, a method 
to  determine the general  instability  load of an  orthogonally  stiffened  cylindrical 
shell  subjected  to  axial  compression  and  lateral  pressure.  The  method is 
developed for  the  general case in which general  instability is preceded by local 
buckling of the  skin  between  adjacent  longitudinal  stiffeners. 
GENERAL THEORY 
Basic  Assumptions  and  Limitations 
The  equations are developed in  this  section  for  buckling  caused by 
general  instability of an  orthogonally  stiffened  cylindrical  shell  (Fig. I) 
2 
FIGURE i .  STIFFENED CYLINDRICAL SHELL 
3 
loaded  simultaneously by axial compression  and lateral pressure. In the deri- 
vation,  the  following  basic  assumptions are made: 
I. Classical small deflection theory adequately describes the strains 
in  the  cylinder  in  terms of the buckling  displacements u, v,  and w. 
2. The  stiffeners are spaced  close enough so that their elastic proper- 
ties may  be  uniformly  distributed. 
3 .  Prebuckling displacements are neglected. 
4. The  cylinder is simply supported at each end. 
The first assumption  limits the validity of the  method of analysis  to 
cylinders with moderate  to heavy stiffening. For monocoque and lightly stif- 
fened  cylinders,  the  general  instability  load lies below the  classical  buckling 
load,  and  small  deflection  theory is no longer  adequate  to  describe  the state of 
stress in  the  cylinder  during  buckling.  Assumption 2 is valid as long as the 
half wave length of the  buckled  skin  encompasses at least two stiffeners.  This 
condition  presents  no  difficulty as far as the  stringers are concerned,  but  in 
some  cases,  the  longitudinal half wave  length is found to  be  almost  equal  to the 
ring  spacing.  For  these  cases  the  results are unreliable and a discrete  ring 
analysis  must be  made.  The last assumption is not as restrictive as it appears, 
because if the  length of the  cylinder is several  times larger than  the critical 
longitudinal half  wave length,  the  conditions at the  ends of the  cylinder  should 
not  affect  the  critical  load. 
Method of Analysis 
For the  purpose of formulating  the  equations of equilibrium, the rings 
and stringers are assumed  to  be  detached  from  the  cylindrical  shell. An element 
of the  shell is shown in Figure 2. This  element is acted upon at its edges by the 
stress resultants  and  couples  caused by the  buckling  deformations. It is also 
acted upon by surface  forces,  which,  in  addition  to  the lateral pressure, wi l l  
include  forces and moments  applied  to  the ‘shell by the  rings  and  stringers. 
The  middle  surface of the  shell is taken as the  load  reference  surface. 
Differential  equations  in  terms of the  buckling  displacements are obtained by 
considering  the  equilibrium of a shell  element.  Similar  equations are derived 
4 
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FIGURE 2. FORCES AND MOMENTS ACTING ON SHELL ELEMENT 
for corresponding  ring and stringer  elements  and  combined  with the shell equi- 
librium  equations  in a manner  that will eliminate  the unknown surface  forces 
from  the  shell  equations.  The  resulting  equations  contain two types of terms. 
The.first  type  involves  products of the stiffness  parameters  and  derivatives of 
the  displacements;  the  second  type  involves  products of the  external  loads  and 
derivatives of the  displacements. By assuming  periodic  functions  for  the 
buckling displacements,  the  three  differential  equations  may be transformed  into 
three  linear,  homogeneous  equations. A nontrivial  solution  for  this set of 
equations  requires  that  the  determinant of its matrix be zero.  This  condition 
yields a cubic  equation  from  which  the  buckling  load  may  be  faund  for a given 
mode  shape; 
Kinematic Relations 
ALcording  to  the  Love-Kirchhoff  postulation of thin  shell  theory, strains 
are  assumed to vary  linearly  through  the  thickness of the  shell.  The  behavior 
of the  shell is therefore  completely  defined by the strains and curvatures of its 
middle  surface.  The  strains and curvatures  expressed  in  terms of the  displace- 
ments of the  middle  surface  may be writ ten 
E = u, 
X  X X 
K = r , W , =  
4 
E = v ,  +- 




If i t  is assumed  that  the  stiffeners  are  rigidly  attached  to  the  shell  and 
that  their  cross  sections do  not distort,  the  displacements of thestiffeners at 
a distance  z  from  the  middle  surface of the  shell  are 
u = u -  zw, 
S X 
v S = (1 +$) v -  ZW, 
Y 
w . = w .  
S 
6 
The strains and curvature  changes  in  the  plane of the  stiffener are given 
at the centroid, and  the  specific twists and  out-of-plane curvatures  are given 
at the  shear  center of the stiffener cross section.  This  gives,  for a stringer 
element, 
E xs =‘, X - cs w’xx 
K = -  W,= xs 
Rbs K = - -  
ZS R v’xx s xxy + b w, 
and similarly  ‘for a ring  element, 
The last two of equations (4) a re  the  out-of-plane  bending  and  twisting of the 
ring as given by Timoshenko  and Gere [ 151 . 
Constitutive  Equations 
The stress  resultants and stress couples are defined as the forces and 
moments  per unit  length,  acting at the  centroidal  surface of the  shell or 
7 
stiffeners. For the  shell  they  may  be  obtained by integrating  the stresses over 
the  thickness of the  shell.  Denoting  the  extensional  and  shear  stiffnesses of the 
shell by E and and the bending and torsional stiffnesses by D and K, one 
may write for  the stress resultants  and stress couples of the  shell 
N = E  E + E  E 
x x x   P Y  
N = E  E + E  E 
Y P X  Y Y  
= G Y y x  
- 
Yx 
M = - D  K - D  K 
X x x   P Y  
M = - D  K - D  K 
Y P X  Y Y  
M + M  = - K K  . 
XY yx YX 
If there is no local  buckling of the  skin  between  stringers and  the  material is 
isotropic, one has 
D = p D  
I-1 X' 
The stress resultants  and  stress  couples  for  the  stringer and ring  elements are 
given by the  relations 
N = E  E 
- 
x s  s x s  
M = - D  K 
x s   x s x s
M = - D  
Y' Yr KY' 
8 
The lateral bending stiffnesses of the stringer and ring elements, D and DZr, 
are usually  small when compared to the  shear  stiffness of the shell,  but  they 
wil l  be maintained  in the analysis for completeness. 
zs 
Equilibrium Equations 
Consider  the  equilibrium of an  element of the  cylindrical  shell as shown 
in  Figures 2  and 3. The  forces  applied  to  the surface of the  shell  by  the  stiff- 
eners are denoted by X, Y, and Z . They are shown  in  Figure  2a  with  the stress 
resultants  acting at the  edges of the  shell.  The  second  figure  shows  the stress 
couples and the moments T and T transferred  into  the  shell by the  stiffeners. 
Six  conditions of equilibrium  may  be  written  for  the  shell  element,  three  for  the 
force  components  and  three  for  the  moments. For the  total  stress  resultants 
X Y 
and , one  may write 
X Y 
N = N  - q l  
x x  
- 
N = N  + p ’ R  
Y Y  
where q1 is the  part of the axial load  applied  to  the  shell  and p’ R is the  average 
prebuckling hoop stress resultant  in  the  shell. 
When the element deforms, the stress resultant will no longer act 
X 
orthogonal  to the y and z axes but wi l l  have  components  parallel  to  these axes. 
The  components on one  side of the element are v ,  and w,  respectively, 
where v, and w, are the rotations of the shell element. On the opposite side, 
these  components are larger by a differential as shown  in Figure 3a and act in 
the opposite direction. The net contribution by the stress resultant to the 
force components in the y and z directions then becomes 
x x  x x’ 
X  X 
X 
Nx v’xx dx dy and Nx w , ~  dx dy , 
respectively. Similarly, the components parallel to the x and z axes caused 
by the stress resultant ~ and the pressure  force  must  be considered in the 
Y 
9 
FIGURE 3. EXTERNAL FORCES ACTING ON SHELL ELEMENT 
10 
formulation of the equilibrium equations. The rotation u, and the tilting w, 
of the  element  cause a net  force  in  the x direction Y X 
Because of the change of angle  between  the hoop forces  (Fig.  3b) , there will  be 
a contribution  in  the  radial  direction of magnitude 
- 
- N  ( - V ,  - w ,  ) d x d y .  I 
Y R  Y YY 
Finally,  to  take  into  account  the  strains at the  middle  surface of the  shell,  the 
method proposed by Fiigge [ 161 will  be adopted. In this  method,  the  main 
stress resultants and E are multiplied by the reference vectors ( I  + E ) 
X Y X 
and ( I  + E ) , respectively, and the pressure by the quantity ( I  + E ) ( I  + E 1. 
Y X Y 
By substituting  equations (7) for  the  total stress resultants  and  equations (I) 
for the strains E and E the six conditions of equilibrium for the shell element 
may now be written  in  the  following  form: 
X Y Y  
+ x = o  
Q 
N + N + y  - q l v , = +   ~ ' ( R v ,  + W ,  1 + Y = O  
XYY x YY R YY Y Y 
N 
M + M  + Q x +  Tx = 0 
x, X y x y Y  
M + M  + Q  + T  = O  




FIGURE 4. FORCES AND MOMENTS ACTING ON STRINGER 
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Next, the  equilibrium of a stringer  element  will  be  considered.  The 
stress resultants  and  couples  acting  on  such  an  element are sho’wn in Figure 4a. 
The  surface  forces X and Z and  the  moments T and T are trans- 
ferred  into  the  stringer  element  from  the  shell.  The axial stress resultant R 
acts at the  centroidal  surface of the  stringer at a distance c from  the  shell 
middle surface. Because of this eccentricity, E yields an important contri- 
bution to the moment equation. The lateral shear,  N , is assumed to act 
through  the  shear  center of the  stringer  section at a distance  b  from  the  shell 
middle  surface. A s  was done  with  the  shell  element,  the  main stress resultant, 
will  be multiplied  by  the  factor ( I + E ) to  take  into  account  the  straining 
of the centroidal surface. Because of the rotations v and w, of the stringer 
element, % will  have components in the y and z directions (Figure 4b) . The 
net  forces in the  y  and z directions  contributed  by  these  components  are 








s x X 
xs 
R - N ( F v ,  
xs xx 
- 
N w, dx dy xs xx 
By writing  for  the  total stress  resultant 
- 
N = N  xs xs - qs 
where  q is the part of the  axial  load  q  applied  to  the  stringer and  substituting 
for E from equation ( 3 )  , the equilibrium equations for the stringer become 
S 
xs 
+ x  = o  
S 






+ z  = o  
S 
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M .  - c N  
XS 9 s xs, + qscs(u7xx - c S w7-) + &XS + T  xs = 0 X X 
= 0 .  
The stress resultants  and  couples  acting on a ring  element are shown  in 
Figure 5a. Xr’ Yr’ and Z are the forces, and T and T and the moments 
applied  to  the  ring  element  by  the  shell.  The  total stress resultant  acting on 
the  ring  element is 
r .  xr Yr 
where 
Figure 5b shows  the  components  caused by rotations of the  element  and  the 
change  in  angle  between  the hoop forces.  The  net.  contribution  in  the  x  direction 
becomes 
and  in  the z direction 
-G ( -%, - w, 
Y r R Y  YY 
By substituting for the  hoop strain  from  equation (4) and  using  the  expression 
for  the  total stress resultant,  the  conditions of equilibrium of the  ring  element 




FIGURE 5. FORCES AND MOMENTS ACTING ON THE RING 
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c R2 r N w, 
STXr, XYY 
Y cr  cr 
X 
+ x  = o  
r 







R Yr, YY X 
Q (Ecr + cr) W, + U, -v i  +- 
c r  
+ Qyr  
+ T  = 0 
The  forces  and  moments  acting at  the  interfaces  between  the  shell and 
the  rings  and  stringer are eliminated by adding  equations ( 8) , ( 9) , and ( 10) . 
The  resulting six equations  may now be  combined to yield  the  following  three 
equilibrium  equations. 
c R2a 
+ p [R (1 - e) u, YY - w, X - r R p w ,  ] = o  
c r  XYY 
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I 
N I + M  ) -"M " I Rbs 
YX, X 
" 
R "Yx, X xy9X R V S Y X  R zs, 
R Yr, R , .  Y ' y  
+ N  
xx YY Y 
'. R 
e 
+ -  cr N --M I I - q  [(I. R cs '-R2 
-"M 
Y R Y',y* Rz aq jv.XX - 
c R  
s cs C - 
R Q! q w, =Y ] + p k ( l  + $Q!@)v, YY + w ,  Y - c  r p m  Ra! w, ] = o .  
-M - M  + c  N - M  - M  + c  N I - "M 
xs 9 s xs, YY xx X xx YY YY YY X YrY 1' yr,  R zr,  
N N c R  
- b  M s cs  s zs, R R v, 
X x y  q x x y  
2c 
- c  a! w, 2 - c  a ! w  2 
cr 
CCY c R2a 
+ -  r P W +  r RR  R XYY P YYY r P  = u, + c Ra, v, - c  a! w, cr cr 
where 
a! = 'r 
P -  P 
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If there is no  local  buckling of the  shell  between  stringers, p and q are 
obtained  from  equations ( 17) . If q is larger than  the  local  buckling  load  q 
Q! and Q! are given by equations (A8) in Appendix A. 
r S 
0 )  
P  q 
The stress resultants  and stress couples as defined  by  equations ( 5) and 
( 6 )  may  be  expressed  in  terms of the  buckling  displacements by use of equations 
(I) , (3)  , and (4) , after which  substitution of the stress resultants  and  couples 
in equation ( 11) yields 
C Q !  c R2a! r 
x R  cr 
D 'D 
R R R xxx)cy 
Dzs%sbs 
w7 
c r  
- q [(I + cs 
R 2 - R 2   c R  s cs 




+ p l R  (I + -$aP)v, YY + w, Y - c r p m  RQ! w,  3 = 0 *  
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. . .. . ". " 
E K R 2  D R D b R3 
" cc u, + c E  u, zr r 




E D -(; + f) b y +  ( -  E c  r r  + A + k ) v ,  R  R 
cr YYY 




D 2Ercr K R3 
R%r xx cr YY P Rbr 
z r  + -  w, + w, - (  2D + K + K  + 7r R 
D R  
- (D + D  + C  'E ) w ,  - ( D y +  e 
b r  x xs s s  xxxx c r  
- 
Ercr"R D  b 2R3 + w, + D b 2 w ,  zr r R YYYY zs s xxxxyy + W, cr  Rbr" =YYYY 
c R  a 
R + 
s cs q 
V - c  a w, - c  a w, 2 2 
2c a c a  c R2a 
p u ,  R XYY cr c r  
c 2 R 2 a  c 2R2a, 
+ c Ra v, - c a w ,  - w, - U W ,  1: R r P m  r P =  =YY R ]= 0 .  cr cr YYYY 
(12) 
Displacements and Boundary Conditions 
The  cylinder is in  equilibrium  under  the  applied  loading j u s t  before 
buckling,  and  the  deformations  caused  by  buckling are measured  from  this 
position. A solution  to  equations ( 12) is obtained  by  taking  for the buckling 
displacements  the  following  expressions: 
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- 
u = U cos mx cos ny 
- 
- 
v = V s in  mx sin ny 
- 
- 
w = W sin rnx COS ny . 
- 
This  corresponds  to  the following simply  supported  boundary  conditions at 
x = 0, L. 
w = o  N = O  N = O  
X xs 
v = o  M = O  M = O .  
X xs 
Thus, at the  ends of the  cylinder,  motion  radially  and  tangentially is prevented, 
while longitudinal motion is allowed; i. e. , u f 0 . 
Introducing  the  expressions  for  the  displacements ( 13) into  the  differen- 
tial equations ( 12) gives  the  following  three  linear  equations  in  matrix  form: 
where  the A matrix  contains all the  stiffness  terms,  the P matrix  contains all 
the pressure terms,  and  the Q matrix  contains all the  axial load multipliers. 
The  coefficients of the  above  matrices are as follows: . 
K R  D R3 zr 
Rbr 
3 n4 
a12 = a21 = 
( E P  + m n  
- - "  
- 
E K R  D b R3 
y m n  + 
Rbr Rbr 
R -- 2 zr r 
R 
3 mn4 
s s  
20 

p23 = p32 = - ( I + c Ra! n ) n.p - 2  - r e  
2c a! cr2 R2a! 
R ' ( Z 2 + n ) n  - 2  -.] p 
cr  
911 = 
- 2  
q i 2  = 921 = 0 
R ' - R 2  
9 2 2  = ( 1 + ""RZ CY 9 ) m2 
q33 = [I + c 2a! ( m  + n ) I  m . - 2  - 2   - 2  
s 9  1 .  
Determination of Buckling Load 
The set of homogeneous  equations ( 14) has  nontrivial  solutions only 
when the  determinant of its matrix is zero, o r  
[;:: :: q = 0 
d32  3 
where  the  coefficients of [Dl are given by 
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Assuming  the pressure to  be known, the  determinant ID I is a polynomial of 
third  degree  in  q.  Calculating  the  buckling load for  known values of m  and n 
is now reduced  to  finding  the  lowest  root  (eigenvalue) of the  characteristic 
equation . 
q 3 + a q 2 + b q + c  = 0 (15) 
where a, b ,  and c are hwn. The critical buckling  load of the  cylinder  may 
be found by calculating  the  lowest  root of equation ( 15) for a wide range of 
values of m  and  n,  and  plotting a family of curves as shown in  Figure 6.  The 
critical buckling  load will then  be  the  minimum  value of q  corresponding  to 
integer  values of m  and  n.  In the computer  program,  this  minimum  value will  
be  indicated  for  the  specified  range of m  and  n. 
In  the  determination of the  critical  buckling  load, as described  above, 
it was  tacitly  assumed  that  the  quantities Q and a were known so that  the 
coefficients of the P and Q matrices  could be determined. If it is assumed 
that  the external loads are distributed  uniformly  between  shell  and  stiffeners, 
one  has 
P q 
Q = -  - 
P P  - E + E t  r 
qS 
E 
Q = - -  S 
q q 
- - 
E + E t  
S 
The  correct  values of Q and Q , however, are load dependent and must be 
calculated from prebuckling stress-strain relations. Using equations (Bi) and 
(B7) and the  definition  for A given  in  equation  (A2) , one may write 
P q 
'r - L r = [ p + $ ( q - q s j A  
and the longitudinal  prebuckling  strain 
23 
FIGURE 6. BUCKLING LOAD VERSUS MODE SHAPE 
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- qS q - qs CCR 
E t   E t  E =-"-"  
- 
X - - ( P  - P,) E 
S 
from which 
After  some  manipulation of the  above  equations,  one  obtains 
Since a! and a! appear only  in  the  eccentricity  terms of the  matrix  coefficients , 
the use of equations ( 16) for  the  determination of the  critical mode shape  should 
be satisfactory. A f t e r  the minimum load has  been found, however, equations 
( 17) are used to calculate new values of a and a! corresponding  to  this  load. 
A corrected  value  for  the  critical  buckling load is now obtained by repeating 
some of the  calculations  for  the  critical mode  shape. 
P J  
P q 
COMPARISON W ITH TEST  RESULTS 
The  method  presented  in  this  report  has  been  compared wi th  three  groups 
of cylinders. Group A contains twenty-three ring-stiffened cylinders, group 
B contains six ring-stiffened  corrugated  cylinders,  and  group C contains 
six ring-and-stringer  stiffened  cylinders.  Groups A and B were  loaded in 
compression,  and  group C was  loaded  in bending. 
The  testing  procedure  and test results for  the  group  A  cylinders are 
given  in  References 17 and  18.  The  predicted  failure  load  for  these  cylinders 
has  been  calculated  using  the  computer  program  in Appendix C. Figure  7  shows 
25 
the  cylinder  geometry. Table I has  the  cylinder  dimensions,  the  predicted 
wave  shape,  and a comparison of the  predicted  and  actual  failure  loads. Many 
of these  cylinders had their  minimum  predicted load for  the  circumferential 
mode  shape  n = 0, which is an  axisymmetric  buckling  mode. 
FIGURE 7.  LONGITUDINAL CROSS SECTION OF CYLINDER WALL 
The  agreement  between  the  predicted failure load  and  the  actual failure 
load is good, particularly  for  such  lightly  stiffened  cylinders.  The  problems 
inherent  in  lightly  stiffened  cylinders are further  discussed  on  page 32. 
The test results for  the  group B cylinders  provide a comparison  with 
larger, more  heavily  stiffened  cylinders  and  show  the  marked  effect of stiffener 
eccentricity. These ring-stiffened corrugated cylinders were tested  as  part  of 
the  Saturn V development  program.  Figure 8 shows  the  corrugation  cross 
section. Table II gives the cylinder properties, the predicted wave shape, and 
a comparison of the  predicted  and  actual  failure  loads.  The  actual  longitudinal 
and  circumferential  buckle  wave  shapes  for  these  cylinders were evident  before 
the  general  instability failure, and,  in  most of the tests, the  actual  and  pre- 
dicted  wave  shapes were in  agreement (see Reference 11 for a further  discussion) . 
The  agreement  between  the  predicted  and  actual failure loads for the  group B 
cylinders is quite  good. All  of the  predicted failure loads agree wi th  the  actual 
failure loads within f 14 percent. One of the  specimens,  cylinder  number 6, is 
very  likely  the largest cylinder  tested  anywhere which has  failed  in  general 
instability. 
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TABLE I. RING-STIFFENED 'CYLINDERS, AXIAL LOAD 
0.01610 
I O .  0421 
WI w.ra 
I d  
T 
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TABLE D. RING-STIFFENED CORRUGATED CYLTNDERS, AXIAL LOAD 
Cylinder 
Aluminum  Alloy 
Cylinder  Length 
( in .  ) 
(cm)  
Radius  (in. ) 
( cm) 
Corrugation  Pitch 
(Ls)  9 (in. ) 
(em)  
Corrugation  Thickness ( t )  , 
(in. ) 
(cm)  
Corrugation  Depth  (d) , 
( in . )  
( c m )  
Shape of Ring 
Ring  Spacing  (in. ) 
( cm) 
Ring  Moment of Inertia 
(in. 4, 
( cm4) 
Ring  Area  (in. ') 
( Cm2) 
Ring  Eccentricity 
( i n . )  
( cm) 
Predicted Longitudinal 
Half Waves ( m) 
Predicted  Circumferential 
Full Waves ( n) 
Actual  Failure Load 
(Kips ) 
(N) 
Predicted  Failure Load 
(Kips) 
( N )  
Percent Error (yo) 
7075-T6 7075-T6  7075-T6 7075-T6 7075-T6  
33.000 
682.200 176.800 176.800 83.800 83.800 
268.600 69.600 
83.800 
69.600 33.000 33.000 
24.700 197.700 49.400 
502.200 125.000 125.000 62.700 62.700 
49.400 
62.700 























































5889.000 11.900  11. 0  0.4330  0.4330 0.2080 
i 41.500 0.286 0.286 0. 0104  0.0104 
0.0400 
10.030  1.160 1.160 0.7800 
3.950  0.180 
0.7800 0.2580 




-5.050 -1.3500 -1.3500 -1.8500 
-1.990 -1.990 -0.5300  -0.5300 
- 
2 3 3  3 
131.0  5  174.0  5 nT 224.0 5 .~ . . ~  648.0 " 14 119.0 4 
5.83 x lo5 62.90 x lo6 2.88 x lo6 7.74 x lo5 9.96 x lo5 2.  93 x lo6 
119.0 13  580.0 659.0  198.0 233.0 659.0
5.29 x lo5 2.93 x 8.81 x lo5 1 . 0 4 ~  lo6 2.93 x lo6 
-9.2 1.7  -3.80 . 13.8 0.0 
~- " . "" ~~~ 
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FIGURE 8. CORRUGATION  CROSS SECTION 
A comparison of Table I1 with Table I shows  that  the  agreement is 
better  for  the  group  B  cylinders  than  for  the  group A cylinders.  This  improve- 
ment is probably  because  the  group  B  cylinders are more  heavily  stiffened. 
Table I11 has  the  calculated  failure  load  for  these six cylinders with 
three  different  ring  locations  to show the effect of ring  eccentricity.  The  cases 
in  columns A and  C of Table 111 have  the  same  amount of eccentricity; only 
the  direction of eccentricity is different.  The  cases  in  column  B  have no ring 
eccentricity. A s  Table 111 shows,  the effect of ring  eccentricity is appreciable, 
and if it had been  ignored  in  calculating  the failure load for  the  cylinders  tested, 
the  calculations would have  been  very  unconservative. 
TABLE III. EFFECT OF RING ECCENTRICITY 
-. ~. ". ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  




I 1 9  







Rings Rings at 
Col. c 
Outside 
254  2 95 
351  492 
41 7 563 
1226 1254. 
23 840 24  250 
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The  testing.procedure  and test results for  the  group C cylinders , which 
were  loaded in bending, are given  in  Reference 12. These  cylinders had local 
skin  buckling  before  the  overall  general  instability  failure of the  cylinder.  The 
cylinder  stiffening  elements are shown  in Figure 9. The  predicted  failure  load 
for  these  cylinders  was  obtained  by  equating  the average load pe r  inch  around 
the  circumference of the  cylinder  caused by an axial load to the  maximum  load 
per  inch  caused by a bending  moment. 
FIGURE 9. GROUP C CYLINDER STIFFENING ELEMENTS 
Table IV has  the  cylinder  properties,  the  predicted  general  instability 
wave  shape,  the  computed  failure  load  without'the  skin  stiffness  being  reduced 
by  local  buckling,  the  predicted  failure  load,  and  the  actual  failure  load.  In 
general, the computed  failure  load  was  reduced 35 to 45 percent when the  reduc- 
tions  in  the  skin  stiffnesses  caused  by  local  buckling were considered.  For  the 
group C cylinders,  the  predicted failure loads agree with the  actual  failure  loads 
within * I4  percent, I 
Some of these  cylinders  had a small  number of longitudinal  half  waves. 
This  often  indicates  that  the  cylinder  end  conditions  should  be  carefully  con- 
sidered. A closer  examination of these  cylinders  shows  that  the  predicted 
failure load  did  not  change  greatly as the  number of longitudinal  waves was 
increased.  Thus, it appears  that  the  cylinder end condition did not appreciably 
affect the failure load. 
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TABLE IV. RING AND STRINGER STIFFENED CYLINDERS, BENDING LOAD 
'ype Cylinderd Cyhder 
Material 
I .  
7 




(15.24)  (6.299) 
2.48 
9 
(22.86)  (6.299) 
2.48 
12 




4 .04  
9 
(22.86)  (10. 6) 
4.04 
12 











(0 .162)  
0.30 













b. With local sldo buckling 
c. Maxlmum q (Ib/in.) caused by the applied tendlng moment 
d. For all cylinders: radlus to skin mldplane, R. 38.6 In . ;  test sectlon lengths, L. 1 2 .  In .  
Computeda Percent Predictedb ~ Actual' 
tn? , Failure Load 1 Ib/in. Ib/ln. 
(N/m) (N/m) ( n) ( m )  (cm') I (N/m) Full Waves Half Waves Ib/in. 
Error Failure Load 1 Failure Load Circumferentlal Longltudinal 
I 
0.0380 
( 325  550. ) (0.2451) 
3 1860.0 6 + 4.9 1136.0 1192.0 
(208 600.) . (198 800.) 
0. 0379 
(162 400.) (0.2509) 
615.0 553.0 6 1 928.0 0.0389 
- 7.2 652.0 605.0 
(105 900.) ( 178  330. ) (0.2451) 
7 2 1019.0 0. 038 1 
(127050.) (116 400.) (207 200.) (0.2516) 
5 1 1184.0 0. 0396 
( 165  900.) ( 189 500.) (267 350.) (0.2457) 
1083.0 I 3 1642.0 0.0381 
( 175 000.) (197 200.) (305 550.) (0.2574) 
1000.0 1127.0 7 3 1146.0 +iZ.l 
948.0 +14.2 
665.0 726.0 - 8.4 
(114 100.) 
(96 780.) (107 600.) 
-10.1 
DISCUSSION 
The  method of analysis  given  in  this  report  shows  that  stiffener  eccen- 
tricity  has a marked  effect  on  the  general  instability  buckling  load of a cylinder. 
As  shown  in  Table 111, moving  the  rings  from  the  inside  to  the  outside of a 
corrugated  cylinder  increased  the  general  instability  buckling load 90 to 150 
percent.  Certainly  this  eccentricity  effect  must  be  included  in  any  general 
instability calculation. The computer program given in Appendix C makes this 
inclusion  relatively  simple  for  the stress analyst. 
When a cylinder  has  local  skin  buckling  between  the  stringers  before  the 
general  instability  failure,  the  skin  stiffnesses  that are used  in  the  general 
instability  calculations  must  be  reduced.  The  procedure  used  to  reduce  these 
stiffnesses is developed in Appendix A .  To  calculate  the  reduced  skin stiff- 
nesses  the  average hoop stress in  the  skin  must  be known.  The  procedure  used 
to  calculate the average hoop stress resultant is developed  in  Appendix B. The 
general  instability  load  can  be  reduced  significantly  by  local  skin  buckling. For  
the  cylinders  listed  in  Table IVY the  load  reduction  varied  from 30 to 45 percent. 
The  method  given here is based  on  the  assumption  that  the  average 
number of rings ( 6) in  each  longitudinal half wave is sufficient s o  that  the  rings 
can  be  considered  to  be  uniformly  distributed  along  the  cylinder. Van der  Neut 
[ 191 performed a study  to  determine  what  error was produced by using a 
"smeared"  ring  approach when 6 was low. He states that  for  stiffened  cylinders, 
the   e r ror  is about  4  percent  for 6 = 2 . 0  and  6  percent  for 6 = 1.6,  the  exact 
e r r o r  being  dependent upon the  stiffness  properties.  The test data  examined 
here  support  this  conclusion.  Cylinders 2 and 3 in  Table I1 have a 6 of 1 . 7  and 
their percent  errors are not out of line  with  the  remainder of the  data, which 
have  higher 6's .  
A second  assumption  used  in  the  derivation is the  application of small  
deflection  theory.  This  theory is adequate  for  moderately  stiffened  and  heavily 
stiffened  cylinders, as the test results  show. It may be used for lightly stiff- 
ened  cylinders, s o  long as the  cylinder  imperfections  do  not  appreciably affect 
the  failure  load.  Unfortunately, at present  there is no well tested  method  for 
determining when  imperfections  must  be  considered  in  lightly  stiffened  cylinders. 
Almroth [ 201 has  proposed a method for  analyzing  lightly  stiffened  cylinders. 
This  method uses a reduction  factor, which is based  on  the  cylinder  stiffnesses, 
to  determine  the  buckling  load. 
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The  method  given  in  this  report  was  developed  using  the  approach  pro- 
posed by  Fliigge [ 161 for handling  the  coupling  between  the  in-plane  extensions 
in the shell  and  the  applied  loads.  Because of this,  the method  given here is 
valid both for cylinders  which  buckle  in  the  axisymmetric  mode ( n  = 0) and for  
cylinders  which  buckle as a column ( m  = 1 , n = I) . Methods  based on the 
Donnell assumptions are not this flexible.  In  general,  using  the  Flcgge [ 161 
technique  gives a lower  and  more  accurate  buckling  load  than  that  obtained 
using  the  Donnell  assumptions when the  number of circumferential  waves  (n) is 
low (0, 1,2, or  3 ) .  
The  computer  program  given  in Appendix  C has  been  written as generally 
as possible. It can  be  used  to  examine  cylinders both for  general  instability  and 
panel instabi1it.y. The instructions for operating the program are given in 
Appendix  D. 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 
National  Aeronautics  and  Space  Administration 
933-31-01-00-62 
Huntsville, Alabama, June 28 , 1968 
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APPENDIX A. LOCAL  BUCKLING OF SHELL 
In  this  report  local  buckling wi l l  be  defined as buckling of the  shell 
between two adjacent  stringers  caused by a combination of axial compression 
and lateral tension or compression. Lateral compression, if present, is 
assumed  to  contribute  to,  but not to  be  the  primary cause of,  the  local  buckling. 
When local  buckling  occurs,  the  longitudinal  extensional  stiffness of the  shell is 
drastically  reduced,  and as a result,  the  shell will  no longer  carry its full  share 
of the axial load. The lateral stiffness,  the  cross  stiffness  (Poisson's  effect), 
and  the  shear  stiffness are also  affected.  Since all the  parameters  above  enter 
into  the  general  instability  analysis,  the  complete  stiffness  matrix of the  buckled 
shell  with  respect  to  incremental  deformations  must  be known. 
An analysis  to  determine  the  elements of such a stiffness  matrix was  
performed by  Van der  Neut [ 211 for  rectangular,  simply  supported, flat plates. 
In  the  analysis it was assumed  that  the  panel was sufficiently  long s o  that  the 
only geometric  properties  affecting  local  buckling were the  panel  width  and 
thickness. Van der Neut presented his results in graphical form, giving average 
stresses and  stiffness  reduction  factors  in terms of the  normalized  strains. 
His  graphs,  however,  do not cover  the  range of strain  to  critical  strain  ratios 
required to check the available experimental results. In addition, a small  
e r r o r  was discovered in one of the  equations of Reference 21. This   small   error  
was  apparently  introduced  when  the  manuscript was written  and  retained  in  the 
programming of the numerical computations. It was, therefore, decided to 
generate a new set of numerical  data  using  the  procedure  suggested by Van der  
Neut  and  to  incorporate it into  the  computer  program as semi-permanent  data. 
A brief  description of this  procedure is given  in  the  next  paragraph. 
Van der  Neut established  his  data on the  basis of Koiter's  shear  field 
theory [22] using  the first of several  wave  forms  considered by Koiter. A s  
shown  in Figure A I ,  this  wave  form is sinusoidal  in  the  longitudinal  direction. 
To  account  for large strain  to critical strain  ratios,  the  amplitude of the  sine 
wave is held  constant  for  part of the  panel  width  around  the  center of the  panel 
and then decreases to  zero at the edges ; hence  only  the edge str ips  are double 
curved.  The  potential  energy of the  buckled  panel is determined  in  accordance 
with  the  assumed  deflection  pattern  and  minimized  with  respect  to  the  four 
parameters,   f ,  X, m, and a. This yields four simultaneous equations from 
which  these  parameters  may  be  determined  in  terms of the  strain  components. 
Expressions  may now be  derived for the  average  panel stresses and  differentiated 
with respect  to  the  strains  to  obtain  the  reduced  moduli. 





FIGURE A I .  LOCAL BUCKLING PATTERN 
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By  defining  the  normalized stresses and  strains 
€ 
X e = -  
X E* 
E 
e Y = $  e -  "xy 
XY €* 
s -  "xy xy E€* 
where 
is the  critical  compressive  longitudinal  strain,  the  reduced  moduli  may  be 
expressed by the  following partial differentials : 
a sX 




a e  
- 2   
Y 
The average normalized stresses, s and s , are plotted in Figures A2 
, and p are plotted  in Figures A 4  
X Y 
and A3;  and  the  reduced  moduli p 
through A7,  respectively, as a function of the normalized strains, e and e . 
x' P I " ,  p, S 
X Y 
The  values of s and s that define the point of initial buckling a r e  given 
by : X Y 
i 
s =  x0 - ? ( D +  I )  
i s = "(1 -D2)  
YO 4 
( A i )  
where D = (L /A) 2. With the use of equations ( B i )  and  (B7)  the  average hoop 
stress resultant  in  the  shell  may  be  written  in  the  form: 
S 
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FIGURE A2. s VERSUS ex, e FOR LARGE STRAINS (a) 
















FIGURE A4. p VERSUS ex, e FOR  LARGE  STRAINS (a) 
AND SMALL STRAINS (b) 
X Y 
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FIGURE A5. p VERSUS ex, e FOR LARGE STRAINS (a) 
P Y 
AND SMALL STRAINS (b) 
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FIGURE  A6. p VERSUS ex, e FOR LARGE STRAINS (a) 
Y Y 






-16 -14 -1 2 -10 -8 d -4 -2 0  ex 
( b) 
FIGURE A7. p VERSUS ex, e FOR  LARGE  STRAINS (a) 
S Y 
AND SMALL STRAINS (b) 
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P 
p'R = pR( 1 - A )  - pAgb 
k r 
A =  
kL + BL k r r r  
Equation (A2)  may  be  normalized by dividing  through  by E t  E*' , after which 
substitution of ( A i )  yields  the  quadratic  equation 
D 2 + 2 p A D + 2 p A  - i - 4 ( 1   - A ) -  PR = 0 , E t € *  ( A 3 )  
and  since D must  be a positive  quantity,  the  only  valid  solution is: 
D = -pA + J ( p A - I ) 2 + 4 ( I - A ) p R  E t  E*' (A4)  
The  total axial stress resultant is found  by equating  the  strains  in  the  shell  and 
stringers , or  : 
Normalization of the  equation  above  and  substitution of ( A l )  and (A2)  gives: 
i - p 2 A +  -  E t ) E s c *  + p  Es( l  - A )  - PR E t  . (A51 
E 
S 
Since Ais- a fimction-of qo-for a given  value of p,  the  correct  value of qo  must 
be found by  iteration. 
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If the  general  instability  load lies above  the  load  calculated  from  equation 
(A5),  general  instability is preceded  by  local  buckling  and  the  shell  stiffnesses 
must  be  multiplied by appropriate  reduction  factors as obtained  from  Figures ' 
A4  through A7. Since  the  average stresses and  the  reduced  moduli are given 
in  terms of strains,  the  magnitude of the  strains  for a given  combination of 
axial load  and lateral pressure  must first be  determined. 
For  the  total axial load,  one  may write: 
and  solving  for  the  longitudinal  strain  gives: 
The  average hoop s t ra in  is obtained  by  substituting  equations ( Bi  1) and ( B 1) 
into  equation ( B8) to give: 
and, after normalizing  and  substituting  for A N  from  equation ( BiO) , one has: 
Since  the  average stresses and,  to a lesser degree,  the  value of A are 
strain  dependent,  the  strains as given by equations ( A6) and ( A7) must  be 
obtained by iteration.  This is done as follows. A value  for A is calculated by 
taking y in equation (B5) equal to 1.0. Next, by setting 
X 
s -psx  - e  = 0 
Y Y 
in  equation  (A7)  and 
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in  equations (A6)  and (A7)  ,. initial values for the  strains  may  be  calculated. 
The  average stresses corresponding  to  these  strains are obtained  from  Figures 
A2 and A3 and  substituted  in  equations (A6)  and (A7)  to  yield a new set of 
strains.  This  procedure is repeated until the  magnitudes of the average stresses 
are within i percent of those obtained from the previous iteration. The value 
of A must now be  recalculated  by  using y as obtained  from  equation (B5)  . 
This will  result  in a new set of stresses and,  hence, a new value  for A .  Itera- 
tions  must  therefore  be  continued until a value  for A is obtained,  which is 
within i percent of that  obtained  previously.  Since A is usually not very  sensi- 
tive to changes in y this part of the iterative procedure converges quickly. 
Using  the  moduli  obtained  from  Figures A 4  through A7, the  reduced  stiffnesses 
of the  shell  may  not  be  calculated.  In  addition,  the  following  quantities are 




APPENDIX B. DETERMINATION OF AVERAGE 
HOOP STRESS RESULTANT 
When a stiffened  cylindrical  shell is subjected  to  uniform axial com- 
pression  and/or lateral pressure,  the  resulting  radial  deformation wil l  be 
approximately  uniform  only  when  the  stiffener  spacing is very  small.  In  most 
practical  applications,  this  holds  true for the  longitudinal  stiffeners o r  stringers,  
but  not  for  the  rings;  and  radial'expansion wi l l  vary  along  the  length of the 
cylinder as shown  in Figure B i .  If the  cylinder is loaded in axial 'compression 
only, the  restraining  effect of the  ring will  produce  hoop  compression stresses 
in  the  shell  and  the  rings wi l l  be in tension.  Internal  pressure, on the  other 
hand,  produces  tensile stresses in  the  shell as well  as in  the  rings.  Under 
combined  loading,  the hoop stresses  in  the  shell  may be either  tension o r  com- 
pression  depending  on  the  relative  magnitude of the axial load  and  internal 
pressure. If the  local hoop stress resultant  before  general  instability is denoted 
by Nyy , the  average hoop stress resultant  becomes: 
- 
which  may also  be  written  in  the  form 
VR 
L '  r 
p 'R = pR - - 
where V is the  radial  shear  force per  unit length  reacted by the  ring, L is the 
ring  spacing,  and pR is the  total hoop stress resultant. r 
The  average hoop stress resultant is required  to  calculate  the  quantities 
a and Q! used in the general instability analysis and to determine the point 
of initial buckling of the  shell. It is also needed  in  the  calculation of the  reduced 
moduli for  those  cylinders in  which general  instability is preceded by local 
buckling. 
P q 
The  radial  shear  force  V will  now be  determined  for  the  general  case of 
a ring-and-stringer  stiffened  cylinder  under  uniform axial compression  and 
Lateral pressure.  With  the  assumption of small  stringer  spacing,  the  following 
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differential  equation is obtained by considering  the  equilibrium of a small  ele- 
ment of the  shell (Fig. B2) : 
and  since 
M = D  W,  
- 
x x x x  
- W N = E t -  - pq' , 
YY R 
this  mag  be  written 
where w is the  prebuckling  radial  displacement of the  shell, k = E t /R2,  and 




D = D + D  + c 2 E  xx x xs s s -  E ( i  - p 2 ) +  yxEt 
S 
The  effective width factor y is equal  to  unity if there i s  no local  buckling of 
the  shell. If the shell buckles before general instability, one has for 
X 
With the  definitions 
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the  solution  to  the,  differential 
written in the form 
equation (B3) for the case q < 2 d F  may  be xx 
- 
w = - I ( p + q') + (C ,  sinhpx + C2 coshpx) cosax - 
k 
+ ( C3 sinhpx + C4 coshpx ) s i n a x  . (B6) 
The  integration  constants  may  be  determined  from  the  boundary  conditions at 
the  rings , viz ., 
- V w = -  - - and w, = 0 
kr 
X 
at x = 0 and x = L . The spring constant of the ring is k = E A / k 2 .  Substi- 
tution of the  boundary  conditions  in  equation (B6) gives 
r r r r  
CoshPL - COS c ~ L  
c1 = - Ca 
as inhpL  + p s i n a l  r 
c2 = c = -  V - "(. - + tq?) 
k k r 
- p  sinhpL + a s i n a L  r 
asinhp~ + ps inaL c, = c r r 
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cosh/3Lr - C O S ~ L  
asinhpLr + /3 s i n a L  c, = cp 
The  radial  shear  force V may now be  found from  the  relation 
v = -2D w - xx .” , 
which gives 
p + k q ‘  R 
where 
Although the  solution  above  for  the  shear  force was obtained for  the 
q < 24% , equation (B7) is valid also when q 2 Z J r ,  provided 
the  following  values  for B are used. 
xx 
h2 
a L  + sin aL r r B = -  q = 2- 
2a 1 - cos  aL r xx 
In  the last expression, P has  been  replaced by 
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The  average hoop stress resultant  in  the  shell  may  be found by substitu- 
tion of (B7) into  equation ( B i )  , and  the  average  prebuckling hoop strain  becomes 
When general  instability of the  stiffened  cylinder is preceded by local  buckling 
of the  shell  between  stringers, a rigorous  determination of the radial   shear 
force V is not  possible. A satisfactory  approximation  may  be  obtained,  however, 
by writing  the  second of equations (B2) in  the  form 
The  term AN has  been  added on the  right  side of equation (B9) to  account for 
the  nonlinear  portion of the  strain  caused  by  buckling of the  shell.  This  term 
must be consistent  with  the  wave  shape  assumed  in  Reference 22. It is there-, 
fore a function of the  post-buckling.stresses  in  the  shell  and is given by the 
expression 
AN = E t € "  ( s  - p s x  - ey) . 
Y 
With the above modification, equation (B7)  becomes 
CL 1 p +  -q' + R E- v =  
where B must  be  calculated with a reduced  flexural  rigidity  according  to 
equations ( B4) and (B5) . 
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FIGURE B i .  DEFLECTION O F  CYLINDER BETWEEN RINGS 
FIGURE B2. EQUILIBRIUM O F  SMALL ELEMENT 
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APPENDIX C. COMPUTER  PROGRAM 
'1 A computer  p ogram  to  determine  the  g neral  instability or  panel 
instability  load of several  types of stiffened  cylinders is presented  in  this 
pl appendix.  The  program is written  in FORTRAN IV for use with an IBM 7094 
? computer.  Input  instructions  and a sample  problem are given  in Appendix D. 2 .  
~. 
To  obtain  maximum  efficiency  for  each of the  types of cylinders  considered  and 
to  avoid  unnecessary  computations,  the  program  has  been  subdivided  into a 
number of subroutines. A list of these  subroutines,  together with a brief 
description of their  function, is given  in  Table CI. Flow  charts of the  main 
program  and its subroutines are presented  in  Figure  Ci.  Table CII shows a 
comparison  between the notation  used  in  the  program  and  that  used  in  the  text. 
The  following  types of cylinders are considered  in  the  program: 
I. Cylinders with rings and stringers 
2. Cylinders with stringers only 
3. Cylinders with rings only 
4. Isotropic core sandwich cylinders 
5. Isotropic core sandwich cylinders with rings 
6. Open corrugated  cylinders 
7. Open corrugated cylinders with rings. 
In  the  computer  program,  loads are calculated  for all mode  shapes  under 
investigation  assuming  that  there is no local  buckling of the  skin and no effect 
caused  by  ring  restraint.  For  the first two types of cylinders,  these  loads are 
compared  with  the  skin  local  buckling  load  qo.  Reduced  stiffness  moduli are 
calculated  for all loads  that exceed qo  and  that  gre  within a certain  percentage 
of the  minimum  load.  This  percentage  has  been set equal  to 20 percent  in  the 
present  program  and is read  in as par t  of the  semi-permanent  data.  The  reason 
for  not jus t  re-calculating  the  load  corresponding  to  the critical wave shape is 
that  quite  frequently  another  mode  shape  becomes  critical when the  reduced 
stiffness  moduli are used.  The effect of ring  restraint is accounted  for  in  cylin- 
der  types I ,  3, 5, and 7. The  core of the sandwich cylinders is assumed  to  be 
infinitely  rigid  in  shear;  therefore,  the  analysis  does  not  apply  for  cylinders  with 
weak cores.  
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Cylinders  may  be  checked  for  either  general or  panel  instability  (buckling 
between  rings) , the latter mode of failure  being of interest  only  for  cylinder 
types I, 3, 5, and 7. When panel instability is specified, the ring stiffness 
matrix is set equal  to  zero  and  the  cylinder  length is made  equal  to  the  ring 
spacing. 
The  remainder of Appendix C is organized  in  the  following  manner: 
Figure  C1  followed by Tables CI, CII, and  the  computer  program  (Table CIII) 
which  begins on page 67. 
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r c 
, Cilpulate s k i n  
properties for 
NTYPE = 1, 2. or' 3 I W c u l a k  skin  proportier f o r  NmPE = 4 or 5 M o u l a t o  skin proprtios for NTYPE = 6 or 7 
FIGURE C l .  COMPUTER PROGRAM FLOW CHART 
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. 
CALL STRING I I 
I NTYPE = 1 or 2 I 
CAU LOBUCK 
to determine loads and stnlns 
a t  onset of local buckling 
load on m and n 
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FIGURE C I. ( Continued) 
NTYPE = 4. 6 ,  or 7 NTYPE = 3 or 5 NTXPE = 1 or 2 
for critical rod. 
FIGURE C I. ( Continued) 
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FIGURE C I. (Continued) 
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i 
SUBROUTINE ROOT SUBROUT- STRING 
F 
I 
FIGURE C I. ( Continued) 
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.:( 
I"-"" VdU@8 Of 
I .g 
1 ? I 
60 





Calculate GAMMAX I CALL FACTOR 
i 
FIGURE C I. (Continued) 
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I I I., I,. I 
SUBROUTUE FACTOR 
L7_1 Calculata QQCR 
QQCR i QQ 
? 

















TABLE CI. LIST OF PROGRAM SUBROUTINES 
~~ 
Description of Function 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~  ~ .- 
Calculates  skin  stiffness  properties  (k = I) and  the  stiffness 
matrix  [A]  for unbuckled ( k  = 2) and  buckled  skin ( k  = 3) . 
Calculates  stringer  stiffness  properties (k  = I) and stiffness 
matrix  [B] (k  = 2) . 
Calculates  ring  stiffness  properties  (k = I) and  stiffness 
matrix  IC]  (k = 2) . 
Computes  the  internal  pressure matrix [PI . 
Computes  axial  load  matrix  [Q] . 
Computes normalized [Dl 'matrix, 
[Dl = ( [ A I  + [BI + [CI + IPI)/EAX 
This  subroutine  calculates  the  polynomial  coefficients of the 
characteristic  equation: 
IQI q3+  (QD)q2 + (DQ) 4 + ID1 = 0 
This  subroutine  finds  the  lowest  root  (eigenvalue) of the 
characteristic equation (see DET) and, hence, the buckling 
load  for a given  mode  shape. 
This is essentially  the  beam on elastic  foundation  analysis 
given  in Appendix  B. The  factor A 'computed is required  to 
calculate  the  average hoop stress resultant in  the  shell. 







TAB LE CI. ( Concluded) 
Description of Function 
This  subroutine calculates the axial load  qo at which  the  skin 
buckles  between  adjacent  stringers and returns it to  the  main 
program. For cases in  which  the  general  instability  load 
exceeds the  local  buckling  load  qo,  the  normalized  strains E 
and E are determined by iteration  according  to  the  procedure 
outlined  in  Appendix A. After the  correct  strains are obtained, 
the  average stresses and reduced  moduli are found by interpo- 
lating between known values (see DINT) . Finally the quantitiel 
a! and a! required in the calculation of the matrices [PI and 
[Q] are determined. 
Determines  average stresses and reduced  moduli of buckled 
skin for given E and E by interpolating linearly between the 
constant  strain  values  given  in  the  tables. 
This  subroutine  calculates  certain  wave  shape  parameters. 
Re-calculates the values of a! and a! to account for ring 
restraint  after  the  critical  mode  shape  has  been  determined. 
Cases  in which there is no local  buckling of the  skin only are 








































BETAX,  BETAY 
BETAMU,  BETAS 







TABLE CIII. COMPUTER PROGRAM 
BIBFTC  MAIN DECK 
C THE  GENERAL I N S T A B I L I T Y  OF ECCENTRICALLY  STIFFENED  CYLINDRICAL  MAIN0000 
C SHELLS UNDER A X I A L  COMPRESSION AND LATERAL  PRESSURE MAIN0010  
MAIN0020  iJIMENSION  QRED(50),MAT(18) 
















DIMEhSION A(J,3) ,8 (3 ,3 ) *C(3 ,3) ,D(3 ,3) ,P(3 ,3) ,8 (3 ,3 )  









COMMON / S L O C K J / D X * D X S ~ E B A R I ~ ~ G A M M A X ~ O N E Q M 2 ~ P I ~ Q K ~ Q L R ~ Q Q r R 2  
CCiJIMON /BLOCKK/ALPHAP,NFAIL,NTYPE,PP,PP,PPR*QLS*Q~U,R*QLB*ALPHAQ 
COMMON / 3 L O C ~ L / C R , Q L , Q ~ B M B , Q r ~ 9 ~ 5 2 * Q N B R * Q R * R Q N S  
CdMMON /dLOCK,V/RCR t RRCR 
C O M M U N  /BLOCKtJ/IDOWRT,A,B,C,D,P,Q 
IJTYPE = 1' CYLINDER k I T H   R l N G S  AND STRINGERS 
IuTYPE = 2 CYLINDER  WITH  STRINGERS ONLY 
r.rTYPE = 3 CYLINDER  NITH  RINGS ONLY 
IvTYPE = 4 ISOTROPIC CORE SAN3WICH  CYLINDER 
i\rTYPE = 5 ISOTROPIC CORE SAPIDWICH CYLINDER  WITH  RINGS 
I.rTYPE = 6  OPEN  CORRUGATED CYLINDER 
tvTYPt = 7 OPEN  CORRUGATED CYLIhDER  WITH  RINGS 
IVFAIL = 1 GENERAL I N S T A B I L I T Y  
l J F A I L  = 2 PANEL  INSTABIL ITY  
*** I F  IOOWRT = 2,  INTERMLDIATE DATA I S  WRITTEN OUT 
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9  
Kl-OT=B 
SEMI-PERYAYENT  ABLES 
EPSxsV=O. 
tPSYhV=O. 
KEAD (5,1004) IDOWRT 
READ ( 5 , 1 0 0 2 )  PCT 
REA0 ( 5 , 1 0 0 0 )  NEPXpNEPY 
WRITE (6,1100) NEPXVNEPY 
READ (5 ,1012)   (EPX( I ) , I= l , r ,EPX)  
I I ~ I T L   ( 6 , 1 0 0 2 )   ( E P X ( I ) , I = l , N E P X )  
KEAD ( 5 , 1 0 0 2 )   ( E P Y ( J ) , J = l r l i E P Y )  
*KITE ( 6 , 1 0 0 2 )   ( E P Y ( J ) * J = l , N E P Y )  
bci 56 K=l,KTOT 
ti0 tid I = l r N E P X  
K t A O   ( 5 , 1 0 0 2 )   ( V A R ( K , I , J ) t J = l , & E P Y )  
" U N I T E   ( 6 , 1 0 0 2 )   ( V A R ( K * I * J ) , J = l , ~ E P Y )  

















































TABLE CIII. . (Continued) 
C CASE  DATA 
100 READ (5,1001) MATIE,ES,ER,G,GS,GRIQMU~BS*CS*Q~S,AS,QIXS?QIZS; 
l W J S , H , B R 1 C R , O L R , A R , Q I Y R , B I Z R , Q ~ R ~ R , Q L , T , P P , M l ~ M M , N l ,  


















IuNSAV = NN 
N l S A V  = N 1  




GO TU ~ 1 0 1 , 1 0 1 ~ 1 0 1 ~ 1 0 2 ~ 1 0 2 ~ 1 0 3 ~ 1 0 3 ~ ~ N T Y P E  
101 BETAX=l./ONEQME 
BETAY = BETAX 
BLTAMU = QYU*BETAX 




GO TO 1 1 0  
BETAYZBETAX 
BETAivlU=Q,VU*BETAX 





bU TO 1 1 0  
wK=4.*6*BI 































M A I N 0 7 0 1  
MAIN0702  


























































TABLE CIII. (Continued) 
CALL  SKIN(ltDUMMY1) 
GO TO ~ll4~116t114t130~ll4~130t114~tNTYPE 
RING  PROPERTIES  FOR  TYPES 1, 3 r  5 ,  AND 7 
CALL  RING(ltDUMMY2) 
IF  (NTYPE-2)  116t116r130 
STRINGER  PROPERTZES  FOR  TYPES 1 AND 2 
CALL  STRING(lrDUMMY3) 
ALPHAQ = EBARS/(EBARS+ET) 
STRAINS  AND LOADS AT  ONSET  OF  LOCAL  BUCKLING 
CALL LOBUCK( l rDUMYY4tDiJMMY5)  
110 132 I = 1t3 







J = U  
UO 180 N = Nlt IJN 
L O  180 M = MlrMY 
NINZN-1 
CALL  PRESET(MtN1N) 
CALL  SKIN(2tA) 
CALL  STRING(2rB) 
IF(NTYPE-2)144,144t146 
60 TO  (15OrlS4)rNFAIL 
CALL  RING(2,C) 
IF(NTYPE-6)156,162t162 
CALL  PRESSCP) 
CALL  AXIAL(&) 
CALL  ADD(ArBrCtDvP) 
CALL D E T ~ D ~ Q ~ O O D t D Q ~ Q Q Q ~ Q D ~  








*** WRITE INPUT 
WRITE (6,1112) M A T , E r E S t E R t G t G S ~ G R t Q M U , B S , C S , Q L S , A S , Q I X S t Q I Z S t  
*** CRITICAL MODE LOOP *** 
60 TO ( 1 4 8 , 1 5 4 ~ 1 4 8 ~ 1 5 4 , 1 4 8 , 1 5 9 ~ 1 4 8 ) ~ N T Y P E  
J=J+l 














































































7 1  
*** WRITE  OUTPUT  (LOOP FOR QQ ARRAY) 
































































8 2  
84 
C 
1 0 0 0  
1 0 0 1  
1002 
1 1 0 0  
10u4 
1 1 0 1  
r P S X  AND EPSY PRINT OUT 
I F ( E P S X S V ) R ~ P ~ ~ ~ O ~  
& R I T E  (6,1106) EPSXSV 
1F(EPSYSV)R4,100,84 
~ v K I T E   ( 6 , 1 1 0 6 )  EPSYSV 





FORMAT(///4X,42HTHE  MIYIMUM A X I A L  LOAD 1'4 THE ABOVE 
***  FORMAT STATEMENTS *** 
FGHMAT(8F10.4) 
ljHIS v F 9 . 1 ~ 7 H   L a S / I N / 6 X t 7 H A T  M = ~ I 2 t 9 H  AND  N = , I 2  
1 1 0 2  
RANGE v 
FORMAT(///QX,42HTHE  MINIMUM A X I A L  LOAD I N  THE ABOVE RAFJGE P 
- 1  
l lbHAF-TER  CORRECTION/6Xv21HFOR  RING  RESTRAINT  1S~F7.1, 
27H L t j S / I V )  
1103 FDHMAT(/// /4X,42HTHE  FOLLOdING CASES  HAVE  BEEY CHECKED FOR P 
114HLI)CAL ~ ~ U C K L I N G / / ~ X , ~ H Y , ~ ~ X , ~ H N P ~ X P ~ ~ H A X I A L  LOAD/INCH, 
24Xt23HREDUCEiJ A X I A L  LOAD/IPJCH/) 
llO'+ F O I ~ ~ ~ i A T ( I4~11~~F17.1~F23.1) 
1105 F O f ~ M A T ~ 1 4 ~ 1 5 ~ F 1 2 ~ 1 ~ 1 1 5 ~ 1 5 ~ F 1 2 ~ 1 ~  
1106  FOHMAT(///QX,7HEPSX = tF8.2,1X,22HIS NOT I N  CURVE RANGE., 
1211-1 tPSX = -150. I S  USED/,20X,28HFOR  CALCULATIONS OF YINIMUM v 
219HLaCAL  BUCKLING  LOAD) 
1107   FOHMAT( / / )  
1106 FGRMAT(///4X,7HEPSY = t F 8 . d ~ l X t 2 2 H I S  NOT I N  CURVE RANGE., 
121il LPSY = + l o o .  15 USED/r20X,2BHFOR  CALCULATIONS O F  MINIMUM t 
219HLOCAL  BUCKLING  LOAD) 
1110 FORMAT((lH1,///21X,llHOUTPUT DATA)/(21X,llH///////////)/////(3X, 
~ ~ H ~ ~ , ~ X , ~ H N , ~ X V ~ ~ H A X I A L  L O A D / I N C H P ~ X , ~ H M , ~ X , ~ H N P ~ X P  
215HAXIAL  LOAD/ INCH/) )  
FORMAT(///4X,24HTHE  TOTAL  AXIAL  OAD I S  ~ E 1 2 . 4 ~ 4 H  L B S )  
























































TABLE CIII. (Continued) 
121HSTIFFEI4ED CYLINDRICAL)/(14X,31HSHELLS UNDER A X I A L  COMPRESSION ,MAIN2570 
















ADD 0 0 2 0  
ADD 0 0 3 0  
ADD 0040 
ADD 0050 
ADD 0 0 6 0  
ADD 0070  
A X L  0000 
A X L  0 0 1 0  
A X L  0 0 2 0  
A X L  0030  
A X L  0040  
A X L  0 0 5 0  
A X L  0060 
A X L  0 0 7 0  
A X L  0 0 8 0  
A X L  0090 
A X L  0 1 0 0  
A X L  0110 
A X L  0 1 2 0  
A X L  0 1 3 0  
A X L  0140 
A X L  0150 
AXL 0160 
A X L  0170 
A X L  0 1 8 0  
A X L  0 1 9 0  
DET 0000  
DET 0010 





DET 0 0 7 0  
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uIMENSION V H ( 2 0 )  
COMMON / B L O C K A / E P X ( ~ ~ ) , E P Y ( ~ O ) P V A R ( ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ O ) ~ N E ' P X ~ N E P Y  
COMMON /BLOCKI/EPSX,EPSY 
NYMlZNEPY-1 
I F ( E P Y ( l ) - E P ~ Y ) 1 1 , 1 1 , 6  
I F ( E P X ( l ) - E P S X ) 6 ~ 1 2 , 1 2  
L O  3 J = l v N Y M l  
i F ( E P Y ( J ) - E P S Y ) 4 , 5 , 3  
IF (EPSY-EPY(J+1) )5 ,5 ,3  
COF!TINUE 
GO TO 6 
JL=J 
dT=J+1  
L O  7 I = l v N E P X  
CONTINUE ' 
I F ( E P X ( I ) - E P S X ) 8 , 8 ~ 7  
GO TO 6 
lT=I 
I IO 9 J=JL ,JT  
IL=I-l 
DEtY l=EPX( IT ) -EPX( IL )  
lF (DEN1)9 ,2 ,9  








DET 0 1 4 0  
DET 1-1150 
B€T 0 1 6 0  
DET 0 1 7 0  
DET 0 1 8 0  
DET 0 1 9 0  
DET 0 2 0 0  
DET 0 2 1 0  
DET 0 2 2 0  
DET 0 2 3 0  
DET 0 2 4 0  
DET 0 2 5 0  
DET 0 2 6 0  
DET 0 2 7 0  
DET 0 2 8 0  
DET 0 2 9 0  
DET 0 3 0 0  
DET 0 3 2 0  
DET 0310 
DET 0 3 3 0  
DET 0 3 4 0  
DET 0 3 5 0  
D M 0 0 0 0  
D I N T 0 0 1 0  
D I N T 0 0 2 0  
D I N T 0 0 3 0  
D I W O l r O  
D I N T 0 0 5 0  
D I N T 0 0 7 0  
D I N T 0 0 6 0  
D I N T 0 0 8 0  
DINTOD90 
D I N T 0 1 0 0  
D I N T 0 1 1 0  
D I N T 0 1 2 0  
D I N T 0 1 3 0  
D I N T 0 1 4 0  
D I N T 0 1 5 0  
D I N T 0 1 6 0  
D I N T 0 1 7 0  
D I N T 0 1 8 0  
D I N T 0 1 9 0  
DINToZOO 
D I N T 0 2 1 0  
D I N T 0 2 2 0  
D I N T 0 2 3 0  
D I N T 0 2 4 0  
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TABLE CIII. ( Continued) 
l -EPSX) /DENl  






D I N T 0 2 5 0  
D I N T 0 2 6 0  
D I N T 0 2 7 0  
DINTOPRO 
D I N T 0 2 9 0  
D I N T 0 3 0 0  
D I N T 0 3 1 0  
D I N T 0 3 2 0  














































TABLE CIII. ( Continued) 
5 XG = EBARR/(ET+BB*QLR*EBARR) 
I W R = l  
- k s U H N  
~ IBFTC Locauc DECK 

















SU$ROUTINE- LOBUCK(K,MX,NX). LOBKOOOO 
DIMENSION A(3,3),6(3,3),C(3,3),D(3,3),P(3,3),Q(3,3) LORKOOlO 
COMMON / B L O C K A / E P X ( ~ O ) , E P Y ( ~ O ) P V A R ( ~ , ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ , N E P X ~ N E P Y  LQBK0020 
COMMON /BLOCKB/EAX . -  t O B K 0 0 3 0  
COMMON /BLOCKC/EPSXSV,EPSYSVtT  LOBK0040 
COMMON /BLOCKD/AS,BS,GS*QIXS,QIZS,OJS LOBK0050 
CQMMON / B L O C K E / A R ~ B R , E R t G R , Q I Y R ~ Q I Z R , Q J R  LORK0060 
Lf)MMOI\l /SLOCKF/BETAMUPBETAS,BETAX,BETAY,GTIES LOBK0070 
COMMON /BLOCKG/DY LOBK0080 
C-OMMON /BLOCKH/CS,CS~,EBARS,ET,QMB,BMBPQMBARPQNBPQNBAR LOBK0090 
mMMON  /BLOCKI/EPSX,EPSY.  LOBKOlOO 
- GOMMON /BLOCKJ/DX*DXS,EBARH,CAMMAX,ONEQM2tP I ,QK,Q~R*QQ*R2 LOBKOl lO  
COMMON /BLOCKK/ALPHAP,NFAIL,NTYPE,PP~PP,PPR*~LS*QMU,R*QLB*ALPHAQ LOBK0120 
COMMON /BLOCKL/CR,QL,QNBMB,Q~a~B2,Q~BR,OR,RQNR LORKOlSO 
COMMON /BLOCKM/RCRvRRCR LOBK0140 
COMMON /BLOCKN/IDOWRT,A,B,C,D,P,Q, LOBK0150 
1 G O = l  LORKO 160 
GO- TO (1* -2)  ,K LORK0170 
tPSTkR=(P I *T /QLS) * *2 / (3 . *O i~EQM2)  LOBKOl8O 







LUOP FOR L O C A L  BUCKLING  LOAD  ACCOUNTING FOR RING  RESTRAINT TYPE lLOBK0230  
6 G = E T € P * ( ~ . * O ~ i U * X A - l . ) / ( 4 . * ( l . - X A ) * R )  LOBK0240 
lF (PP-GG)4 ,5#5   LORK0250  
<dRITE (6 ,1100)   LOBK0260  
RETURN LORK0270 
UD=-OMU*XA + SSRT((QMU*XA-I . )**E + 4.*(l.-XA)+PPR/ETEP)  LORK02RO 
~ L U = . 5 * ( D D + l . ) * ( l . - X A * Q M U * * 2 + E T / E B A R S ) * E S € P  + QMU*EBARS*(l.-XA)*  LOBK0290 
lPPH/ET  LOBK0300 
b U  TO (40,41), IDOWRT  LORK0310 
hqRITE (691200)   QLB  LOBK0320  
GO Tv (697)p iJTYPE  LORK0330 
Ul(j=OLH LORK0340 
C A L L  FACTOR(XXA,BQCR,IBBR)  LORK0350 
l F ( A a S ( X X A / X U - 1 . ) - . 0 1 ) 7 , 7 , 8  LOBK0360 
Xk=AXA  LORK0370 
GL, TO 3 




GO TO ( 3 8 ~ 3 7 1 p N T Y P E  
GO TO 39 
37 XXA = 1.E-20 
38 C A L L  FAClOR(XXA,QQCR,IDBR) 
39 ~X=-UQ/(ETEP+ESEP) 
SY=PPR*(l.-XXA)/ETEP+QMU*SX*XXA 









TABLE CIII. ( Continued) 
COU = I .  
GO TO (42,43),IDOWRT 





1 0  
11 
12 









LOOP FOR SX  AND  SY 




E P S Y = ( P ? 2 / E T E P - Q h U * S X l i ( l . - X A )  - XA*DELN/ETEP 
I F ( E P S X + 1 5 0 ~ ) 1 0 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1  
LPSXSV=EPSX 
tPSX=-150.  
i F ( E P s Y - 1 0 0 . ) 1 2 t 1 3 ~ 1 4  
iF (EPSY+2 . )15 ,13 ,13  
tPSYSV=EPSY 
fiPSY=100. 
WO TO 13 
iPSY=-2.  
CALL DINT(1PSPX)  
C A L L  D I N T ( 2 r S P Y )  
60 TO (44,45),IDOWRT 
dRITE  (6,1202)  MX,NX,SPXtSPY,EPSXtEPSY 





L i tLN= (SY-QMU*SX-EPSY j *ETEP 
GC, TU 9 
I F ( S Y + . 2 5 ) 2 3 ~ 2 3 ~ 2 Q  
23 W H I T E   ( 6 , 1 1 0 0 )  
24 6AMMAX=SX*ONEQM2/(EPSX+QMU*EPSY) 
COU = cou + 1. 
bU TO ( 6 2 t 4 7 ) v I D O W R T  
C *** CHECK POINT 3 *** 
4 7   n K I T t   ( 6 , 1 2 0 3 )  MXvNXeGAMMAX 
62 bO TO (46,54)~NTYf’E 
46 CALL FACTOR(XXAPOQCR,IBBR) 
1F ( COU -10.) 5 4 ~ 5 5 ~ 5 5  
5 5   I F  (XXA-1.E-4) 5 4 e 2 5 ~ 5 4  
C 
54  lF(A~S(XA/XXA-l.)-.01)25,25P25,9 
25 WWL=OQ 
CALL D I N T ( 3 t B E T A X )  
C A L L  DINT(4,BETAMU) 
C A L L  DINT(5,BETAY) 
L A L L   D I N T ( ~ P B E T A S )  
GO TO ( 4 8 t 4 9 ) r I D O W R T  
C *** CHECK POlNT 4 **+ 
49 n R l T E  ( 6 , 1 2 0 4 )  MXPWXPBETAX,BETAY~BETAMU,BETAS 

































































5 0  
34 
6 0  
61  
3 3  
3 5  
C 




C A L L  PRESET(MXtNX1 
GO TO ( 2 6 ~ 2 7 ) t I C O  
C A L L  STRING(2,B) 
I G0=2 
IF (NTYPE-2 )28 ,27 ,27  
GO TO ( 2 9 , 2 7 ) t N F A I L  
C A L L  RING(2,C)  
C A L L  PRESS(P) 
CALL A X I A L ( Q 1  
C A L L  ADD(A,B,C,D,P) 
C A L L  DET(D,Q,DDD,DQ,QQQ,QD) 
C A L L  ROOT(DDUtQQQvDQ,QD) 
GO TO ( 5 0 t 5 1 ) t I D O W R T  
w R l T E   ( 6 , 1 2 0 5 )  MX,NX,ALPHAP,ALPHAQ,QQ 
1 F ( Q u - Q L R ) 3 3 , 3 3 ~ 3 4  
GO T O  ( 7 , 6 1 1 ~   I B B R  
H R I T E   ( 6 , 1 2 0 7 )  Q Q p Q Q C R  
6G TO 7 
GO TO ( 3 5 ~ 3 6 ) , 1 D O G O  
1Di)GO=2 
Q(r=QLB 
C A L L  SKIN(3 ,A )  . 
+** CHECK POINT 5 *** 





60 TO (25,53),IDOWRT 
# R I T E   ( 6 , 1 2 0 6 )  MX#NX,SX,SY,EPSX,EPSY 
GO TO 2 5  
UW=QLB 
IIETURN 
*** CHECK POINT 6 *** 
1 1 0 0  FORMAT ( / /  
1200  FOKMAT( / / /20X,6HQLB = r F 1 0 . 3 / / )  
1 2 0 1   F t R M A T ( 2 X t 1 3 H C H E C K   P O I N T   1 ~ 4 X t 4 H M  = , 1 2 ~ 4 X , 4 H N  = ~ 1 2 ,  
1 2 0 2   F O R M A T ( ~ X P ~ ~ I ~ C H E C K   P O I N T  2,4X,$HM = ,12,4Xt'+HN , I2,  
1 12XS6HSHELL  BUCKLES BETWELN STRINGERS DUE TO EXTERNAL  PRESSURE) 
1 4 X t 5 I i S X  = ,F9.2,4X,5HSY = (F9 .2 )  
27HEPSY = t F 9 . 3 )  
1'+X,6HSPX = ,F9.2,4X,6HSPY = rF9.2,4X,7HEPSX = ,F9.3t4X, 
1203  FOHMAT(2Xv13HCHECK  POINT  3~4Xe4HV = v I 2 ~ 4 X v 4 H N  = eI2,  
1204  FbKMAT(2X,13HCHECK  POINT  484Xt4HM = r I 2 ~ 4 X t 4 H N  = ~ 1 2 ,  
14Xt91tGAMclAX = tF9 .5 )  
1 ~ X ~ B I i D E T A X  = ~ F ~ . ~ v ~ X ~ B H B E T A Y  = ,F9.5,4Xt9HBETAMU = ~ F 9 . 5 ,  
Z ~ X P B H B E T A S  = ~ F 9 . 5 )  
1 2 0 5  FOHMAT(2X,13HCHECK  .POINT 5 ~ 4 X p 4 H M  = r I 2 ~ 4 X t 4 H N  = , 1 2 9  
l 'bXP9HALPiiAP = ~ F ~ ~ ~ V ~ X P ~ H A L P H A Q  = r F 9 . 6 ~ 4 X t 5 H Q Q  = ~ F 9 . 2 )  
1 2 0 6  FURMAT(2X,13HCHECK  POINT  6r4Xe4HM = v I 2 ~ 4 X v 4 H N  t I 2 ,  
14XtSt iSX = v F 9 . 2 r 4 X ~ 5 H S Y  = ,F9.2,4X,7HEPSX = ,F9.3,4X, 

















L O B K l l O 0  
LOBK1110 
LOBK112O 





L O R K 1 1 5 O  



























- ". - 
-1207-  FORMAT(//2X,63HCYLINDER  BUCKLES BETWEEN RINGS AS A REAM ON E L A S T I C L O B K l 4 3 1  
. "" LOBK1430 
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TABLE CIII. Cnntinued) 
2 b S / I N t 4 3 H  AND THE BEAM ON ELASTIC   FOUNDATION.LOAD  IS rE12 .5~8H  LBWLOBK1433  
3 IN .  1 LOBK1434 
END L O B K l 4 4 0  
SUBROUTINE  PRESET(MvN1 PSETOOOO 
COMMON /BLOCKH/CS*CS~*EBARS,ET,BYB,BMBAR,BNB,QNBPQNBAR PSETOOlO 
COMMON /BLOCKJ/DX*DXS*EBARR,GAMMAXIONEOY2,P I IQK*QLR*QQ*R2 PSET0020 
COMMON /BLOCKK/ALPHAP*NFAIL,NTYPE,PP,PPR,BLS,QMU,R,QLB*ALPHAQ PSET0030 
COMMON /BLOCKL/CRvQL,QNBMB,QNBMB2*QNBR,QR,RBNR PSET0040 
PM=M PSET0050 
GN=N PSETOObO 
GG TO (1 ,2 ,1 ,2 ,1 ,2 ,1 ) *NTYPE  PSET0070  
1 GO TO ( 2 * 3 ) v i 4 F A I L   P S E T 0 0 6 0  
3 uL=QLR PSET0090 
2 iKBAR=QM*PI/QL  PSETOlOO 
UNBAR = QN/R P S E T O l l O  
1 FOUNDATION.*/2Xt35HTHE  STABILITY  LOAD  BEING CHECKED 1 S ~ E 1 2 . 5 ~ 7 H   L L O R K 1 4 3 2  
BIBFTC PRST DECK 
UMB=OMBAR**2 PSET0120 





OR=CK*RQNB+l.  PSETOl8O 
RETURN PSETOl9O 
EhU  PSET0200 
SlrBKOUTINE  PHESS(P) PRSSOOOO 
LiIMEiJSION P ( 3 v 3 )  PRSSOOlO 
COiilMON /BLOCKH/CStCS2vEBARS,ET,QMB*QMBARtQNB*QNBAR PRSS0020 
r,IYFTC  PRSS DECK 
Ci)YlyON /SLOCKK/ALPHAP*NFAIL,NTYPE,PP,PPR,QLS,QMU,R,QLB*ALPHAQ PRSS0030 
COMMON / B L O C K L / C R ~ Q L ~ Q N B M B ~ Q N ~ M B ~ ~ Q N B R P Q R ~ R Q N ~ ~  PRSS0040 
COCIMON /BLOCKM/RCRPRRCR  PRSS0050 
I F ( P P ) 1 * 2 * 1  PRSSOObD 
1 QHCH=-CR*RONB+l./RRCR  PRSS0070 
P ( l r 1 )  = -(l.-ALPHAP*CR/RCH)*RQhB*PP PRSS0080 
P ( 3 v 1 )  = -(1.-ALPHAP*CR*RRCR*HQND)*QMBAR*PP PRSS0090 
P ( 2 , 2 )  = -(l.+ALPHAP+CR/R)*RQNB*PP PRSSOlOO 
P ( 3 t 2 )  = -(l.+ALPHAP*CR*RQNB)*QNBAR*PP PRSSOl lO 
P ( 1 ~ 3 )  = P ( 3 * 1 )  PRSS0120 
P ( 2 t 3 )  = P ( 3 * 2 )   P R S S 0 1 3 0  
P ( 3 , 3 )  = -(RQNB+ALPHAP*(-l./R+BR**2/RCR+CR*RRCR*RRCR*QRCR*Q~B))*PP PRSS0140 
2 rZLTURN PRSS0150 
ENU PRSS0160 
s I b F T C  REST DECK 
SUBROUTINE  RESTNT(MXeNX)  REST0000 
DIMENSION A(3,3),B(3,3),C,(3,3),D(3,3),P(3,3),Q(3,3) REST0010 
COMMON / ~ L O C K H / C S P C S ~ ~ E B A R S ~ E T ~ Q ? ~ B V Q M B A R , Q N D I B N B A R  REST0020 
COMMON / R L O C K J / D X , D X S r E B A R R , G A M M A X I O N E B M 2 , P I * Q K * Q L R * Q Q * R 2  REST0030 
CDbIMON / ~ L O C K K / A L P H A P I N F A I L , N T Y P E , P P ~ P P R I B L S , B M U * R * Q L ~ * A L P H A Q  REST0040 
COI~MGN / B L O C K N / I D O W R T * A * B * C * ~ * P * Q  REST0091 
1 G G = l  REST0050 
GAMMAXz1 REST0060 
1 UQL=QQ REST0070 
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TABLE CIII. ( Continued) 
CALL  FACTOR(XAtQQCRv1BBR) 
LENO=ET+EBARS*ONEA 
IF (PPR)9 ,10 ,9  
ALPHAP=XA*(ET+EBARS*ONEQM2 + QMU*QQ*ET/PpR)/DENO 
CALL  PRESET(MX,NX) 
GO TO (2,8) , IGO 
IGO=2 
CALL  SKIN(2 ,A)  
LALL STRING(2vB)  
l F ( N T Y P E - 2 ) 3 # 3 , 4  
60 TU ( 5 t 6 ) v N F A I L  
CALL  RING(2,C) 
C A L L   A X I A L ( Q )  
CALL  ADD(A*B,C,D,P) 
CALL DET(D,Q,DDD,DQ,QQQ*QD) 
L A L L  ROOT(DDDvQQQvDQ,QD) 
ti0 TO (8,121, IBBR 
C U R I T E   ( 6 , 1 2 0 0 )  Q Q I ~ Q C R  
RETURN 
UNEA=l.-XA*QMU**2 
ALPHAQ=EBARS*(ONEA + QMU*PPR*(l.-XA)/QQ)/DENO 
CALL  PRESS(P)  
























1200 FORMAT(//2h63HCYLINDER  BUCKLES BETWEEN RIYGS AS A BEAM ON ELASTICREST0290 
2bS/ IN,43H AN0 THE BEAM ON ELASTIC  FOUNDATION  LOAD  IS,E12.518H  LBS/REST0310 
- ". 
1 F O U I ~ D A T I O N . P / ~ X P ~ S H T H E   S T A B I L I T Y  LOAD BEING CHECKED 1 S ~ E 1 2 . 5 ~ 7 H   C R E S T 0 3 0 0  
3114.1 
END 
SUOROUTIYE  RING(K,C) 
UIMENSION C ( 3 ~ 3 )  
COMMON / B L O C K E / A R ~ B R P E R P G R , Q I Y R P Q I Z R I O J R  
COMMON /BLOCKH/CS,CS2,EBARS,ET,QMB,QMBAR,BNB~Q~IBAR 




bG TO ( 1 ~ 2 ) t K  
tbAKR=ER3LR*AR- 
JYR=LRQLR*QIYR 
BIDFTC  RINGER DECK 
1 EKQLH=ER/QLR 
bLK=ERQLR*QIZR 
WKR = GR*QJR/QLR 
KBR n + BR 
HCH R + CR 
NHBR = R/RBR 






C(l , l )=-(DZR*QNB**2+QKR*QNBR**2)*RRBR3 
C ( 3 , l )  = -(DZR*QRBR + QKR)*QMBAR*(QNBAR*RRBR)**2/RRR 
REST0320 
REST0330 
R ING0000  
RING0010 
RING0020 
R ING0040  
RING0030 
R ING0050  
RING0060 
R ING0070  
RINGOORO 
RING0090  
R ING0100  
R ING0110  
R ING0120  
R ING0130  
R ING0140  
R ING0150  
R ING0160  
R ING0170  
RINGOlRO 
RING0190 
R ING0200  
R ING0210  
R ING0220  
RING0230 
R ING0240  
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TABLE CIII. (Continued) 
C(2,2)=-(EBARH*RCR+DYR/RCR)*QNB/R 
C(3,2)=-QNBR*(EBARR*QR +DYR*RRCR*QNB) 
C ( 1 , 3 ) = C ( 3 , 1 )  
C ( 2 , 3 ) = C ( 3 , 2 )  
C(3r j )=- (EBAHR*QR**2/R2+DYK*QlJB**Z)*RRCR-QYB*RRBR3* 
RETURN 
t N D  
sIUFTC ROOTER  OECK 




3 t D b  = 3.*00d+Q1**2 + 2.*Q;)*Ql + DQ 
1(GZR*QRBR**2/R2+QKR+BNB) 
1 il=WUQ*Q1**3+QD*Ql**2+3BIQ1+D00 
i F ( A 3 S ( D E D Q ) - ( l . E - 2 0 ) ) 2 , 2 , 3  
5 5UEDw=DEDQ/AUS(DEDQ) 
OEOQ=lmE-20*SDEDQ 
lF(E1 - l . E + 1 7 ) 3 , 3 * 8  
a ~ 2 = 1 . 1 0 * ~ 1  
GO Td 9 
3 UZ=Wl-El/DEDQ 
9 l F ( A ~ S ( Q 2 / 8 1 - 1 . ) - . 0 1 ) 4 , 4 , 5  
5 ~-.l=Q2 
Go TJ 1 
4 dAD = -3**(QWQ*Q2)**2 - 2e*QQQ*QD*Q2 + QD**2 4.*QQQ*DQ 
lF (RAD)6 ,7 ,7  
w 4 = - ( U D + Q B Q * 0 2 - S B R T ( R A ~ ) ) / ( 2 . * Q Q Q )  
W Z = A I ~ I I N ~ ( Q ~ , U ~ , Q ~ )  
wGQ2*EAX 
EhuD 
bUBROUTINE  SKI iJ(KvA) 




CUMMON / ~ L O C ~ H / C S * C S 2 * E B A R ~ , E T , Q M B , Q M B A R 1 Q N B , B N B A R  
LOMMUPJ /BLOCKJ/D.X,DXS,EBARR,GA"AX,ONEQ~2*PI ,QK*QLR,QQ*R2 
C;OMMi)N /BLOCKK/ALPHAP,YFAIL,~JTYPE,PP,PP,PPR*QLS,Q~U,R,QL~,ALPHAQ 
COMMON /BLOCKL/CH,QL,QNBMB,QNBM82,BNBR,QR,RQNB 




GO TO (3,2,2),K 
2 H(L,l)=-EBARX*QMB-GBAR*QNB 
A(Z,l)=QNBYB*(EOARMU+CDAR) 
A ( 3 r l )  = EBARMU*QMBAR/R 
A ( l e 2 )  = A ( 2 ~ l )  
A ( 2 * 2 ) = - ( E B A R Y + O Y / R 2 ) * Q N B - ( G B A R + Q K / R 2 ) * Q ~ B  
7 wJ=-(OD+OQQ*Q2+SGRT(RAD))/(2.*QQQ) 
6 k tTUHN 
s IdFTC  SKINER OECK 
1 iOARX=ET*dETAX 
RING0250  
R ING0260  
R ING0270  
RING02RO 
RING0290  
R ING0300  
R ING0310  

























S K I N 0 0 0 0  
S K I N 0 0 1 0  
S K I N 0 0 2 0  
SKIN0030  
S K I N 0 0 4 0  
I K I N 0 0 5 0  
S K I N 0 0 6 0  
SKIN f l070  
S K I N 0 0 8 0  
S K I N 0 0 9 0  , 
S K I N 0 1 0 0  
S K I N 0 1 1 0  
S K I N 0 1 2 0  
S K I N 0 1 3 0  
S K I N 0 1 4 0  
S K I N 0 1 5 0  
S K I N 0 1 6 0  
S K I N 0 1 7 0  
S K I N 0 1 8 0  
S K I N 0 1 9 0  
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TABLE CIII. ( Continued) 
U(3 ,2 )= - (EBARY+(QK+QMU*DY)+QMBtDY*QNB)*QN~R 
A ( 1 ~ 3 )  = A ( 3 ~ 1 )  
A ( 2 ~ 3 )  = A ( 3 ~ 2 )  
EAX=EBARX+EBARS 
END 
SUBROUTINE  STRING(KrB1 
A(3,J)=-(EBARY/R2+DY*(QNB**2+2.*QMU*QNBMB2)+QK*QNBMB2tDX*QMB**2) 
3 i3ETURN 
.aIBFTC STHNG  DECK 
UIMEIJSION S(3t3) 
SObIM3N / B L O C ~ D / A S * B S r G S , Q I X S , Q I Z S , B J S  
COMMON / B L O C K F / B E T A M U v B E T A S r B E T A X ~ B € T A Y r G T ~ E S  
COMMON / ~ L O C K ~ ~ / C S * C S ~ ~ E B A R S ~ E T P G M B , B M B A R , B N B , Q N ~ ~ Q N B A R  
COMMON / H L O C K J / D X * D X S , E B A R K * G A ~ M A X , O N E Q ~ 2 * P I , Q K * Q L R , Q Q * R 2  
COMMON /BLOCKK/ALPtiAP,NFAIL,NTYPE,PP,PPR,QLS,QMU,R,QLBrALPHAQ 
COMMON / S L O C K L / C H * Q L r Q N B M B , Q N B M B 2 * Q N B R , R P N n  









RBCJ = R + BS 
DLSMd4=DZS*QMB**2 
U( lv l )=-EBARS*QMB 
d ( 3 * 1 ) = - 8 ( 1 , l ) * C S * Q M B A 9  
~ ( 2 , 2 ) = - ( Q K S Q ~ D + D Z S M B 4 * R B S * * 2 ) / R 2  
d ( 3 , 2 ) = - ( Q K S ~ ~ B + D Z S ~ B 4 * R B S ) * O N B R  
d(113)  B ( 3 ~ 1 )  
6 ( 2 , 3 ) = B ( 3 , 2 )  
S K I N 0 2 0 0  
S K I N 0 2 1 0  
S K I N 0 2 2 0  
SKINOLQO 
S K I N 0 2 3 0  
S K I N 0 2 5 0  





























u l  
.25 
2929 
.oil01 -1. -2. -3. -4. -5. 
-8 -9. -10. -12. -14 -16 
-25. -30  -35. -4u. -45. - 5 0  
-80 -90.  -100. -125 -150. 
-2. -1. , 0 0 0 1  1. 2. 3. 
6 .  7. 8. 9. 10.  12. 
18. 2 0 .   2 5  30. 35. 40. 
bo 7 0  8 0 .  90 .  $00. 
EhO 
-0.3961  -0.3 8  -0.3723  -0.7095 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.  
-0.8669  -0.8714  -0.9483 -1.1596 -1.2797 0.0 








0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
STRN0260 




5 0  
16. 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
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-1 1 2530 
-1 1 0661 
-10.9145 





































































































































































































































































































- l l .R288 
-13.0593 






































































































0 . 0 















-u. 1256  
6.2335 
113.5333 






-0 .0  
































































































































































































































































































































5 7 . ~ 3 2 4  




































































21  3639 
67 2567 
3 9149 



































































































































































































































































































































ir . a455 
0.0 
9.b u. 5049  





0 . b  
0.u 



























































































































































































































































































































0 . 0  
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.0 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































- G .  0275 
u.u 
G . i J  
-u. G439 
-b .  c.532 


























0 .  ].Ob9 





0 04 73 
li . (1 












11 . n 
0.0 





-P  0255 
u . 
0.0 
-0 0 5 0 1  
-0 0264 






-0  0565 































































































-0. G b G 7  
-0 0095 
0.0 




























































































































































































TABLE CUI. (Continued) 











-u. b S U 1  
-0. u043 
-0 . u514 
-0.0647 
-0.0153 
-U. U 5 2 0  
-0.0242 
-0  .0522 
-u. UU44 
- u .  u309 
0. U918 











0 .  0228 
-u . u493 
























[ J .  0294 
0.0 







0 . 0 








-0  0629 
-0  0239 
0.0 
0.0 
















































































































































































-0.0508  - .0516 
* -  
-0 e 0542 -0 e 0542 
-0.0427 -0 0378 
0.0255 0 0380 
-0.0486 -0.0492 






















































































































-0 0 156 
-0 0533 










- 0 .  u49a 
-0.U279 
- 0 .  u434 
-0 i1472 -u. uco5 
-0.u.321 
-b. 0 4 2 2  -ti. 0456 
-0 U472 
-0. u 3 4 9  
-0.0412 
-3. u 4 4 3  
-0. 0460 





-0. u 3 7 4  
-u. u.394 
- U . U 4 1 0  




0. J t 3 7  













0 rn 9 2 9 1  
U . J  
0.u 
0.4731 
0 9 1 7 2  
0.d 
3.U 




-0 O W 3  
-0 0 1 2 3  





-0 0 4 7 5  
-0 0 4 8 3  
-0.0201) 
-0.0428 
-0 0 4 5 9  
-U 0 4 7 1  




-0 0 3 3 5  
-0 0 3 2 8  
-0 e 0 4 1 7  
-0  0434 
-0  0362  
-0  0 3 7 7  
-0 0 3 9 6  
-0 0 4 1 2  
-0.13374 




























-0 0 0 3 1  
-0 0 4 8 1  
" 0  0 4 9 5  
-9 .0461 
-0.0480 
-0 0 1 3 5  
-0 0 4 4 6  
-0 0 4 7 7  




-9 0 4 6 7  




-0 0 2 8 5  
-0 0 3 9 8  
-0.0420 
-0 0 4 3 5  
-0 0 3 3 4  
-0.0380 
-0 0 3 9 7  
-0 s 0 4 1 5  
-0  0 3 5 5  




















0 6 4 6 9  
2r28 
0.0 
0 6 6 4 5  
0 9 3 4 0  
0.0 
0.0 
-0. p 4 5 2  
0 0 0 6 1  
-0.0467 
-0.0461- 
-0 0 4 9 8  
-0 0 0 6 0  
-0 .0451 
-0 0 4 8 0  
-0 .0461 
-0 ,0142 
-0 0 4 3 8  
-0 .0464 
-0 0 4 5 8  
-0.0200 
-0.0426 
-0 0 4 5 0  
-0 0 4 5 2  
-0.0242 
-0.0402 
- 0 . 0 4 2 1  
-0 .0434 




-0 0 3 3 4  
0 7 7 2 7  
0.0 
0.0 









0 7 2 9 5  
0.0 
0.0 




0 7 2 8 1  
0 9 5 0 4  
0.0 
0.0 
0 7 3 0 6  







0. n o 1 4  
-0 0 4 9 9  
-0 0 4 3 7  
-0 0 4 5 6  
-0 .0481 







-0 0 4 5 2  
-0 0 4 4 3  
-0.0197 
-0.0405 
-0 0 4 2 3  
-0.0430 
-0 0 2 7 2  



























0 7 8 4 0  
0.0 
0 9 5 2 4  
0.0 
0.0 
. -0 0 3 8 0  
-0 e 04-78 
-0 0 5 0 1  
-0.0409 
-0 0 4 6 1  
-0 0 4 8 4  
-0.0424 
-0 0 + 4 6  
-0 0 4 6 9  
-0 0 4 3 0  
-0 0 4 3 4  
-0 0 4 5 5  
- 0 , 0 4 3 1  
-0.0408 
-0 0 4 2 6  
-0 0 4 2 5  









0 8 8 4 6  
0.0 
0.0 






0 8 3 7 5  
0.0 
0.0 







-0 0 4 6 5  





-0 rn 0 4 3 7  
-0 0 4 5 8  
-050418 
-0 .0410 
-0 0 4 2 9  
-0 0 4 1 7  
-0 rn 0 3 9 0  








0 9 1 8 0  
















-0. o w  
-0 e 0 3 9 7  




-0 s 0 4 7 2  
-0.0393 
-0. n w o  
-0 0 4 5 9  
- 0 ; m 2  
-0.0413 
-0 .0431 
-0 0 4 0 9  
-0.1-1392 
- 0 . n ~ o 9  
-0 0 4 0 4  
0.0 
0.0 




0 .0  
0.0 
0.0 
0 9 2 0 5  
0.0 
0.0 





0 .0  













































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE CIII. (Continued) 
0 8639 
0 9681 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 .  bbO7 
G .  7976 











































0 - 6 5 2 4  0. R9U3 



















































































































































































































































































































TABLE CIII. (Concluded) 
0 6 4 6 2  
0 9 5 8 9  





0 3 9 3 3  
0 5 7 0 6  
0. A941 
0.2357 














0 7 1 6 3  
0.1946 
0 2 7 8 5  
0 3 9 3 4  
0 6 7 8 3  
0 1880  




I). 2 3 7 7  
U ,3279 
0 5 7 4 9  
0 1 6 4 7  
0.2182 
0 2 9 6 1  
0.5209 
0 7 0 2 6  
0 9 8 4 6  
0 - 2 7 6 7  
0 4 3 4 4  
0.6602 
0 9 5 4 9  
0 2 6 4 7  
0 . 4 0 9 1  
0 6 2 3 3  
0 - 9 2 5 7  
0 .2546 
0 .5915 
0 3 8 7 8  
0 8 9 7 7  
0 23A2 







0 , 3 0 5 6  
3.4606 

















0 5 5 5 0  
0 7 5 0 5  











0 4 0 2 5  
0.9256 
0 2 5 3 8  



















0 8 2 9 5  
0 2 5 2 5  
0 3 8 8 6  
0 6 4 4 2  
0 1 7 8 5  
0.2308 
0.3497 
0 5 8 6 7  
0.7910 
1 .0212 
0 3 2 0 3  
0 4 6 8 1  
0 7 4 8 7  
0 .9971 
0 3 0 4 3  
0.4403 
0.7109 
0 9 7 2 9  
0 2 9 0 8  
0 416d 
0 6 7 7 1  
0 9 4 8 6  
0 2 6 9 1  
0 3 7 9 0  
0 6 1 9 3  
0.9014 
0 2 5 2 2  
0.3497 
0 5 7 2 5  
0 8 5 7 3  
0 2 3 8 7  
0 3 2 6 3  
0 5 3 4 0  
0 .9171 
0 2 2 7 3  
0 . 3 0 7 1  
0.5005 
0 7 7 9 9  
0.2178 
0 2 9 1 1  
0 4 7 2 2  
0 7 4 6 1  
0.1991 
0 2 5 9 7  
0 4164 
0 6 7 4 0  
0.1854 
0 2 3 7 3  
0 37V5 
0 6 1 5 6  
0 8 2 6 1  
0 .3411 
0 - 4 9 8 9  
0 7 8 4 0  
0 3 2 3 1  
0 4 6 9 1  
0 7 4 6 6  
0 .3081 
0 4 4 4 3  
0.7127 




0 3 7 1 9  
0.6063 
0 2 5 0 4  
0 3 4 6 4  
0 5 6 5 8  
0 2 3 7 9  
0 3 2 5 4  
0.5310 
0 2 2 7 4  




0 4 4 2 5  
0 1 9 2 0  
0 2 4 9 4  
0 3 9 8 6  
0 8 5 6 3  
0.3610 
0 5 2 8 4  
0.8157 
0.3415 
0 7 7 0 5  
0 4 9 6 6  
0 3 2 4 9  
0 m 4 6 9 9  
0 7 4 5 2  
0 2 9 8 7  
0 - 4 2 6 6  
0 6 8 6 3  
0 2 7 8 2  
0.3931 
0 6 3 7 2  
0.3618 






0 3 2 4 6  
0 5 2 9 3  
0.2148 
0 2 8 8 0  
0 4 6 7 2  
0 1 9 8 7  




0 5 5 5 5  
0 8 4 3 4  
0 3 5 9 3  
0.5233 
0 8 0 7 0  
0.3414 
0 4 9 4 6  
0.7740 
0.3127 
0 e 4 4 9 1  
0.7154 
0 2 9 0 7  
0.4133 
0 e 6 6 5 9  
0 e 2 7 3 0  
0 3 8 4 5  
0 6 2 3 0  
0.2585 
0 3 6 0 3  
0.5869 
0 2 4 6 4  
0 3 4 0 3  
0 5 5 5 6  
0 2 2 2 7  




0 4 6 3 2  
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t, 1 i 
INPUT 
APPENDIX D. COMPUTER PROGRAM 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
The order of  input into  the computer is shown  in Figure D l .  
END OF FILE  CARD, 
CASE DATA CARDS 
ANENT  DATA CARDS 
DATA  READ CONTROL  CARDS 
RAM, FORTRAN SUB- 
PROGRAMS AND THEIR  CONTROL  CARDS 
FIGURE D l .  ORDER OF INPUT 
The system control cards, Fortran main program and subprograms, data 
read control cards, and semi-permanent data- are listed in Appendix C . The 
semi-permanent data are data arrays used to determine the reduced shell 
moduli for cylinders with local buckling. 
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.E DI. INPUT FORMAT 
Data  to be Read  In 
MAT 
E, ES, ER, G, GS,  GR,  QMU,  BS 
CS,QLS, AS, QIXS, QIZS, QJS, H, BR 
CR, QU, AR, QTYR, QIZR, QJR, R, QL 
T, PP, Mi ,  MM, Ni ,  NN, NTYPE, NFAIL 
All of the  data  input terms are defined  by Table CII, the Definition of 
Symbols o r  Table DII. 
TABLE DII. COMPUTER PROGRAM INPUT SYMBOL TABLE 
Symbol 
MAT 










Lowest  value of (m)  considered 
Highest  value of ( m )  considered 
Lowest value of (n)  considered 
Highest value of (n)  considered 
Type of cylinder 
NTYPE = 1; cylinder with rings and stringers 
NTYPE = 2 ;  cylinder with stringers only 
NTYPE = 3; cylinder  with  rings only 
NTYPE = 4; isotropic  core  sandwich  cylinder 
NTYPE = 5; isotropic core sandwich cylinder with rings 
NTYPE = 6; open corrugated cylinder 
NTYPE = 7; open corrugated  cylinder with rings 
Type of failure  examined 
NFAIL = 1; general instability 
NFAIL = 2; panel instability 
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The  minimum  value of M i  is (MI  = I )  , and  the  minimum  value of Ni is 
(NI = 0) , axisymmetric  buckling.  The  range of wave  shapes  considered  should 
be  large enough so that  the  lowest  buckling  load is definitely  within  the  range. 
Any number of case  data sets may run one after  the  other.  The end of file card 
is used  to end the  program. 
OUTPUT 
For  all NTYPE's  the  program  prints  the  input  data  and  the  buckling  load 
for  each  mode  shape  considered.  The  program  then  gives  the  minimum  buckling 
load  mode  shape, of those  considered,  and  the  buckling  load  for  this  mode  shape. 
This completes the output for NTYPE's 4, 6, and 7, which have no rings o r  . 
stringers.  
For  NTYPE's 3 and 5, which have rings  only,  the  program  recalculates 
and prints the buckling load at the minimum load mode shape. This recalcula- 
tion is performed  using  the  more  exact  ring  restraint  terms.  This  completes 
the  output  for  NTYPE's 3 and 5. 
For  I and  2,  which  have  stringers,  the  program  checks  to see if the 
minimum  buckling  load is above or  below  the  local  buckling  load. If it is 
below,  the  program  recalculates  the  minimum  buckling load for NTYPE i and 
ends for NTYPE 2. If, for NTYPE's I and 2, the minimum buckling load is 
above  the  local  buckling  load,  the  program recalculates and  prints  the  buckling 
load  for  all mode shapes  having  buckling  loads  within 20 percent of the  minimum 
buckling  load.  In  this  recalculation  the  shell  stiffnesses  are  reduced  to  account 
for local buckling, and the more exact ring restraint terms are used. The 
program  then  prints  the  minimum  buckling  load of those  re-examined and its 
mode shape. This completes the output for NTYPE's i and 2. 
Figures D2  and  D3  show  the  program  output  for two sample  cases. 
Case I has rings, stringers, and local buckling. Case 2 has rings only. 
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GENEKAL I N S T A B I L I T Y  OF ECCENTRICALLY STIFFENED C Y L I N D R I C A L  
SHELLS UNUER AXIAL  CBMPRESSIBN AND LATERAL  PRESSURE 
C Y L I N D E R  N0. 1 
I N P U T  CATA 
I / / / / / / / / /  
E = 10.50E 06 
G = 4.00E 06 
CMU = 3.200E-01 
Q L S  = 2 . 4 8 0 E  GO 
C I Z S  = 00.0000E-40 
t3R = .  -29.000E-02 
AR = 44.600E-03 
QJR = 24.5000E-04 
T = 19.900E-03 
ES = 10o50E  06 
GS = 4 .00E 06 
BS = 0o000E-39 
A S  = 3 o 8 C O E - 0 2  
QJS = 22.6000E-06 
CR = -24.800E-02 
QIYR = 20.3000E-04 
R = 38.60CE 00 
PP = 0 0 . O C O E - 4 0  
ER = 10050E 06 
GR = 4.00E 06 
c s  = 2.420E-0 1 
C I X S  = 17,7000E-04 
H = O O . O ( r O E - 4 0  
CLR = 60.000E-01 
Q I Z R  = 38.80006-04 
CL = 72,000E 00 
M 1  = 1 MM = 10 N 1  = 0 NN = 1 5  
NTYPF = 1 N F A I L  = 1 


































OUTPUT D A T A  
/ / / / / / / / / / I  
N A X I A L  L 3 A D / I ? I C H  M 
0 791 66.8 1 
0 25830, 9 2 
0 11471. 2 3 
0 6562.6 4 
0 4431.6 5 
0 3425.3 5 
r) 2974, 4 7 
0 2847-7 8 
0 29251 8 9 













































1 6122 a 9 
1 4266 6 
1 3 3 4 e  w 3 
1 293e.2 
1 2527.7 
1 2914 w9 





















































































10  12 
1 14 
2 14 
3 14  
4 14 
5 14 







4646 .  6 
3176.4 
2629.8 
2 4 9 2 . 4  
2651.9 
2906.6  
3 2 4 0 . 1  
2460, a 
6523199 












































4 1 3  
7 13 
8 1 3  
9 13 
i o  1 3  
1 15 
2 1 5  







10 1 5  








267 5 . 3  5 







2316 .  5 








2797 8 7 
2 7 3 5 . 3  
284? 3 
306159 






3 9 0 6  7 
3482.1 
3417.7 
3 5 2 4 . 0  
3754.5 
FIGURE D2. (Continued) 
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THE  MINIMUM  AXIAL  LnAD I N  THE ABaVE  RANG5 I S  1860.3 L R S / I N  
.AT M = 4 AND N = 8 






























































































































THE M I q I M U M  A X I A L  LmAD I N  THE A f l B U Z  RANGE 1 s  1191.9 L R S / I N  
AT M = 3 AND N = 6 
T H F  TBTAL  AXIAL  LQAD I S  Ce2891E C6 L H S  
FIGURE D2. ( Concluded) 
io1 
GENERAL I N S T A B I L I T Y  OF ECCENTRICALLY  ST IFFENED C Y L I N D R I C A L  
SHELLS  UNCER AXIAL CBPPRESSlBN AND LATERAL  PRESSURE 
C Y L I N D E R  Ng. 2 
I N P U T  DATA 
/ / / / / / / / / /  
E = 10.60E 06 ES = 10 .60E 06 ER = 10.60E 06 
G = 4 .00E 06 GS = 4.00E 06 GR = -4.OOE 06 
QYU = 3.250E-01 RS = 0 O C O E - 3 9  c s  = 0, COOE-3 9 
QLS = 1.000E 02 AS = O o 0 0 0 E - 3 9  Q I X S  = 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 E - 4 0  
Q I Z S  = OO.0000E-40 QJS = 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 E - 4 0  H = 00.000E-40 
R R  = 32 .450E-03  CR = 32 .450E-03 QLR = 13.300E-.02 
A R  = 1 9 . 6 3 4 E - 0 4  Q I Y R  = 15eCOOOE-08. Q I Z R  = 00.0000E-40 
C J R  = 00 .0000E-40  R = 12.230E 00 Q L  = 1 5 . 5 0 0 ~  00 
T = 34.600E-03 PP = 0 0 . 0 0 0 E - 4 0  
K 1  = 1 MM = 20 N l  = 0 NU = 9 
NTYPE = 3 N F A I L  = 1 
FIGURE D3. SAMPLE CASE NO. 2 
102 
BUTPUT DATA 
/ / / / / I / / / / /  
! H N AX I A L  L0AD/ I N C H  
1 0 83293.0 
2 0 2 11 82.6 
3 0 9450.9 
4 0 5339.1 
5 0 3443 2 
6 0 2422 9 
7 0 1818.2 
8 0 1436.7 
9 0 1186.4 
10 0 1018.8 
11 0 906.4 
12 0 832.8 
13 0 787.4 
14 0 763.5 
15 0 756.3 
16 0 762.6 
17 0 780.1 
18 0 807.1 
19 0 842.4 






























































FIGURE D3. ( Continued) 











1 905 1 




1 763. C 
1 780.6 
1 807.6 
1 842 9 


























































18  4 
19 4 















1 5  










































































1 C  5 
11 5 
1 2  5 
13 5 
1 4  5 
15 5 
16 .5 
17  5 
18 5 
19 5 












1 1  7 
1 2  7 
13 7 
1 4  7 
15  7 
1 6  7 
17  7 
18 7 
19 7 





2329 .1  
1859.3 
1515.4  







764 .1  



















772 .9  





FIGURE D3. (Continued) 
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1 8 










1 2  R 
13 8 
1 4  8 
1 5  R 
16 8 
1 7  a 
1 8  8 
19 8 






























1 c  9 
1 1  9 
1 2  9 
13 9 
1 4  Y 
1 5  9 
16 9 
1 7  9 
l e  9 
1 9  9 






1 2 6 1  -1 
1147.2 
1043.4 









8 5 5 . C  
892  8 
9 3 7 . c  
THE M I N I M U M  A X I A L  L Z A D  I N  THE A B Z V E  RA"IGE I S  756.3 L B S / I N  
AT M = 1 5  A K D  N = 0 
THE MINIMUM A X I A L  LClAD IFJ THE A R M V E  R4WGE AFTER C B R R E C T I B N  
F 0 R  R I N G  KESTRAINT I S  756.3 L B S I I N  
THE TOTAL AXIAL LBAC IS 58113. LBS 
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